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PREFACE 
0 Heat transfer when water flow through a 180 bend tube was 
studied. A Reynolds range from 7,300 to 27,000 was investigated for a 
bend radius of 9.875 inches and 7/8-inch OD x 0.052-inch wall thickness. 
The test section was Inconel tube and was heated electrically by passing 
DC current through the tube wall. 
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- specific heat, Btu/(lbm~ F) 
- inside tube diameter, inches 
- outside tube diameter, inches 
- mass velocity, lbm/(hr-ft2) 
- peripheral heat transfer coefficient, 
2 0 Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
- averaged heat transfer coefficient 
2 0 
around tube, Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
= NuPr-0 •4(µw/µi)-0" 14 , dimensionless 
number 
0 
- thermal conductivity, Btu/(hr-ft- F) 
- Nusselt number, hd./K dimensionless 
1 
number 
- Prandtl number, C µ/K, dimensionless p 
number 
- heat flow rate, Btu/hr 
- heat flux, Btu/(hr-ft2) 
- bend radius, measured to the longi-
tudinal axis of tube, inches 
- tube radius, inches 
- fluid temperature, OF 0 or C 
viii 
. . 0 
- bulk fluid temperature, F 
- inside wall temperature, °F 
- vluid velocity, ft/sec. 
w - mass flow rate of fluid, lbm/hr 
x - axial distance along the tube from 
the entrance of straight section 
downstream of the bend, inches 
x - axial distance along the tube from 
0 the mid-point of 180 bend, inches 
Greek Letters 
µ - fluid viscosity at fluid bulk tern-
perature, centipoise or lbm;(f5-hr) 
- fluid viscosity at wall temperature, 
centipoise, or lbm/(ft-hr) 
p 2 - electrical resistivity, (ohms-in )/ 
in., or density lbm/ft3 or gm/ml 
Subscripts 
avg - average 
b - bulk fluid 
i - inside of tube 
in inlet of test section 
0 - outside of tube 
out - outlet of test section 




U-tubes (two lengths of straight tube joined by a 180° bend at one 
end) are commonly used in a large variety of tubular heat exchangers: 
for example, a continuous length of tubing may be bent back and forth 
across a duct. U-tubes are also used in shell-and-tube heat exchangers 
having entry and exit headers at the same end. 
For a fully developed flow inside a straight horizontal tube, it 
' is expected that the temperature profile would be symmetric about a 
horizontal axis passing through the center of the tube. However, for 
a fluid flowing axially in a curved tube, it is known that an induced 
secondary flow, as shown in Figure 1, is superimposed on the primary 
flow. Therefore, one would expect that the secondary flow enhances 
the heat transfer in the direction normal to the tube axis. Addition-
ally, one would expect the heat transfer coefficients around the tube 
would be far from uniform, being probably highest on the outer side 
(position 5 in Figure 1) and lowest on the inner side (position 1). 
These results have been generally verified by experiments reported 
in the literature. 
The present investigation was undertaken to study the effect of 
a 180° bend on heat transfer to water in a tube. 
Experiments were made with water flowing through an electrically-
heated tube to explore the variation of the local tube-to-water 
1 
heat transfer coefficient upstream of the 180° bend, in the bend, and 
downstream from the bend. The test section used was an Inconel tube 
of 7/8~inch OD x 0.052-inch wall thickness and a bend radius to the 















Despite the obvious importance of the effect of 1809 bend, there 
is only a limited number of investigations reported in the literature. 
Lis et al. (1) investigated the turbulent heat transfer in a 
vertical pipe, with upwards flow, preceded by a 180° bend (Figure 2). 
Based on their experimental data, they state the general shape of the 
curve of heat transfer coefficient against non-dimensional axial 
position (x/d) did not change very much with Reynolds number, and a 
simplified correlation for averaged heat transfer coefficient around 
the tube is as follows: 
where 
= 0.0239 Re 
x 
(x/d)-0.064 (R/r)-0.062 (1) 
l~x/d~lS , 8000~Re ~94000 , 5.5~Pr~9.7 , and 2/~R/~4/1. 
x 
Ede (2) studied the effect of a 180° bend on heat transfer to 
water in a vertical tube. He reported that the flow visua1ization 
experiments for the laminar region have shown that circulation 
continues vigorously all around the bend, but appears to stop almost 
immediately once the straight part has been reached. For the tur-
bulent region, he concluded that the velocity of the liquid near the 









Figure 2. Test Section Set-Up and Flow Direction 




a secondary circulation develops; these conditions may extend for a 
considerable distance downstream. These secondary effects give rise 
to higher heat transfer coefficients than normal on the outside of 
the bend and lower on the inside, the average effect being an increase. 
For Reynolds numbers in the neighborhood of 5000 to 10,000, the possi-
bility that an incipient laminar flow may develop has been tentatively 
advanced as an explanation of the production of unusually low heat-
transfer coefficients. 
Tailby et al. (3) also investigated the influence of 90° and 
180° i b d h f f . 11 fl i i p pe en s on eat trans er rom an 1nterna y ow ng a r stream 
in a vertical pipe with upwards flow. 0 For a 180 bend, they also have 
derived an empirical correlation which includes the effect of curva-
ture on heat transfer coefficient 
(2) 
where 
7~x/d~30 , 4~R/~14 , and 10,000~Re~SO,OOO 
Finally, for air, the turbulent heat transfer rate and wall 
temperature distribution in rectangular ducts (aspect ratio 10) with 
a 180° bend were studied experimentally by Yang (4). He also con-
eluded that the heat transfer coefficient is higher at the outside 
wall compared to that of the inside wall of the bend. 
CHAPTER III 
EQUIPMENT 
The equipment was assembled by M. N. Farukhi, and most parts of 
this chapter and the following chapter are taken from his Ph.D. thesis 
(5). 
Loop Description 
The loop used here was essentially the same as that employed by 
Farukhi (5); there were some minor changes. A schematic diagram of 
the loop is shown in Figure 3. Liquid water was supplied to the system 
from a ColorJ!Dconstant temperature bath which included a temperature 
controller, a mixer, and a small centrifugal pump. The water injection 
system was made from 1/2 inch copper, brass, and stainless steel tubing 
and fittings. Water from the bath was pumped by a 3 HP centrifugal 
pump through a 1/2 inch Manatro:f!)needle valve, and a Fischer and 
Porte:S&>rotameter to the test section. Part of the water supplied by 
the pump was returned to the bath via a bypass line. The bypass flow 
rate was controlled by a 1/4 inch Manatrofi)needle valve. From the 
test section ·the hot water was sent to a small heat exchanger to 
cool down the water to bath temperature. 
Test Section Description 
The test section was made from 7/8 inch OD x 0.052 inch wall 
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electrical resistance. The test section has a bend radius of 9.875 
inches measured to the longitudinal axis of the tube. The test sec-
tion is shown in Figure 4. The test section was annealed after bending 
so that stress relieving would be avoided during testing. 
The test section was thermally insulated by wrapping it with 
several layers of bonded fiberglass tape and two inches of fiberglass 
sheets. The outside surface of insulation was then wrapped with 
aluminum foil so that radiation losses would be minimized, 
The test section was also electrically isolated from the loop 
by connecting it with a short piece of neoprene tubing at each end. 
Four pressure taps with 1/16 inch hole were silver-soldered to 
the test section. The taps were electrically isolat~d from the re-
cording instrument by connecting them with silicone tubber tubing. 
The test section was heated by passing DC current generated by 
a LinconlnwelJiYsA-750 motor generator set. Two thick copper bars 
were silver-soldered to the test section to serve as electrodes for 
connection to the motor generator. 
Temperature Measurements 
The test section was fitted with 88 thermocouples; their loca-
tions are shown in Figure 4. All the thermocouples were made from 
30 AWG wire since the thinner wire was more flexible and had smaller 
induced stress and conduction losses. 
The thermocouples were glued and mounted to the test section 
by the procedure outlined below. 
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2. After the bead dried completely i.t was sanded flat to about 
1/2 1ntn thickness. 
3. The hot junction of thermocouple wire was placed at the 
designated location and the wire was temporarily held in place with 
adhesive tape. 
4. Another bead of cement was then placed on the hot junction so 
that the thermocouple was completely glued to the surface. 
5. After the cement dried the thermocouple was held to the tube 
by a strap of wire. A three inch span was allowed between the hot 
junction and the strap of wire holding the thermocouple to the tube 
to minimize conduction errors. 
The 88 thermocouples were placed at eleven e;tations along the 
test section. At each station, 8 thermocouples were located peripher-
ally around the tube. The positions of stations and their thermocouple 
locations for upstream, in the bend, and downstream are shown in 
Figure 4. 
The following fluid temperatures were also measured for each 
experimental run (see Figure 4 for their locations in the loop). 
1. Water inlet temperature. 
2. Water outlet temperature. 
The inlet and outlet water temperatures were measured by unground-
ed, sheathed thermocouples with hot junctions exposed to the fluid 
flow. The thermocouple assemblies were attached to the inlet and 
outlet lines by Swagelo~fittings. 
All the surface thermocouples were connected to an array of 
barrier strips which in turn were connected to 11 rotary switches. 
The terminal lugs used on the barrier strips were made of either iron 
11 
or constantan and this feature eliminated any problems associated 
with creation of new thermocouples due to variation in room tempera-
ture. The rotary switches, however, were mounted on a panel and the 
connections were enclosed in a constant temperature box. The outputs 
from rotary switches were brought to a master rotary switch which 
was connected to a Leeds and Northrup Numatro~ The Numatron incor-
porated a reference junction compensator and the output was displayed 
in digital form in degrees Fahrenheit. The Numatron was calibrated 
prior to usage according to manufacturer's specification. 
Pressure Measurements 
The six pressure taps, as shown in Figure 4, were connected to 
a manifold by a series of Whitey valves. The switching system was 
connected in such a manner that any of the six taps could be activated 
and read on a Meria~U-type manometer against atmospheric pressure. 
Flow Measurements 
The flow rate of water was measured by reading the output on a 
calibrated Fischer and Porte,f!)rotameter. 
Electrical Measurements 
The current to the test section was measured by a Westo~Model 
931 ammeter in conjunction with a 50 MW shunt. The voltage drop 




All surface thermocouples were calibrated in situ by using 
saturated steam as reference temperature. To calibrate the thermo-
couples, the laboratory steam was allowed to go through a steam sepa-
rator and liquid water was trapped out of stream. Then the saturated 
dry steam at atmospheric pressure was sent to the test section aid 
the thermocouple outputs were recorded after a run time of approximately 
eight hours. The calibration runs were performed two times. During 
the runs, the atmospheric pressure and room temperature were also re-
corded so that the surface temperatures could be compared with saturated 
steam temperature. During calibration, the pressure in test section 
at six different locations was measured by a manometer against atmo-
spheric pressure. The inlet and outlet.water thermocouples were also 
calibrated during the calibration runs of surface thermocouples by 
comparing the inlet and outlet thermocouples reading with steam 
temperature at atmospheric pressure. 
The thermocouple readings for all runs were corrected by assuming 
that the conduction losses were proportional to the difference between 
the thermocouple reading and room temperature for each run as com-





The reading of the U-type manometer was set at zero for the con-
dition of no flow through the test section. Liquid mercury was used 
as the indicator in the manometer. 
Rotameter Calibration 
The rotameter used for measuring liquid flow rate in the heat 
transfer loop was calibrated by taking known mass samples collected 
during a measured time interval at the operating conditions. The 
samples were collected at least two times for each reading. The cali-
bration table for the rotameter is shown in Appendix A. 
Heat Loss Calibration 
Heat losses for the test section were measured by slowly bleeding 
dry saturated steam at atmospheric pressure through the system and 
collecting a known amount of mass of condensate for a specific time 
interval. The samples were collected several times during the run, 
starting after about eight hours of run time. 
Heat losses for each run were calculated by assuming that the 
losses were proportional to the difference between the test section 
temperature and the room temperature for each as compared to the 
calibration run. 
Loop Operating Procedure 
The following step-by-step procedure was followed for each run. 
1. The generator was turned on and left to warm up for about 
two hours with no current flow to the test section. 
14 
2. The pump was started and water was pumped through the system 
at the desired flow rate. 
3. Cooling water was sent to the shellside of the heat exchanger. 
4. After about five minutes, heat was added to the test section 
at the prescribed rate by adjusting the current rate to the test sec-
tion. 
5. After steady conditions had been reached (usually two hours 
steady conditions were determined by recording operating conditions 
at intervals of one hour and obtaining the same values for two sets), 
the wall temperatures, inlet and outlet temperatures, current to the 
test section, voltage drop, and other operating conditions such as 
room temperature, and atmospheric pressure were measured and recorded. 
In all runs, the water bath temperature was maintained at about 
75°F. 
CHAl?TER. V 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 





Average Heat Fluxes 
A total of ten runs was made. 
7,300 to 27,000 
4.5 to 8.0 
2 215,900 to 84,000 lbm/hr ft 
2 2,825 to 16,600 Btu/hr ft 
In each run the outside wall 
temperatures~ inlet and outlet temperatures, flow rate, current and 
voltage drop in the test section, room temperature, and atmospheric 
pressure were measured. The value of these experimental measurement 
is presented in Appendix B. 
Local Results 
The local heat transfer coefficient was calculated by the 
following equation 





To compute the inside wall temperature, t , from the measured 
wi 
outside wall temperature is a very complicated problem due to the 
existence of peripheral temperature gradients in tube wall, nonuniform 
15 
16 
wall thickness (for the bend section) and length of conduction path, 
and the temperature effects on the electrical and thermal conductiv-
ities. Small corrections are also necessary for heat losses from the 
system. The problem is solved by an 80-element relaxation calculation 
at each station which uses the outside surface temperatures and total 
heat generation as input and gives the local inside surface tempera-
tures, heat fluxes, q/A, and apparent heat transfer coefficients as 
output. This method of heat transfer coefficient calculation was 
developed and applied by Owhadi (6), Crain (7), Singh (8), and 
Farukhi (5). In this work, to find the inside wall temperature, heat 
flux, and heat transfer coefficient, a modified computer program 
originally written by Farukhi (5) was applied. A sample calculation 
is presented in Appendix D, and the listing of the computer program 
is presented in Appendix F. 
For all runs, the local heat transfer coefficient at each periph-
eral position was calculated and is presented in Appendix E. For 
runs 207, 210, and 215, the local heat transfer coefficients are 
plotted as a function of peripheral position for all eleven stations 
and are shown in Figures 5 through 13. Runs 207, 210, and 215 are 
chosen because they represent the lowest, intermediate, and the 
highest Reynolds numbers obtained in this work. 
An overall analysis of these figures indicates that local heat 
transfer coefficient is independent of peripheral position in the 
straight section ahead of the bend. In general for stations 4, 5, 
and 6 located in the bend, the heat transfer coefficients are much 
larger at peripheral position 5 than peripheral position 1. Since 
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Figure 7. Peripheral 
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position 1 at the ins.ide wall of the bend~ the increase in heat trans-
fer coefficient might be due to a higher fluid velocity at the outside 
wall compared to the fluid velocity near the inside wall of the bend. 
The higher heat transfer coefficient at outside wall of the bend might 
also be due to an induced secondary flow superimposed on the primary 
flow in the bend as shown in Figure 1. For stations downstream from 
the bend, the heat transfer coefficient are larger af; peripheral 
position 1, located at the top of the tube, compared to peripheral 
position 5 (note that the number of peripheral position for the 
straight section downstream of the bend has been rotated 180°) located 
at the bottom of tube. The credit for higher heat transfer coeffi-
cients at the top of the tube might be given to the secondary flow 
caused by presence of the bend. As expected, the effect of secondary 
flow caused by the bend disappears at stations far downstream from 
the bend. 
These curvature effects are in good qualitative agreement with 
the investigation of Ede (1) and Lis et al. (2). 
Average Results 
For each station the average heat transfer coefficient was 
calculated by the following equation 
1 8 h=- E (h) 8 . 
i=l 1. 
(4) 
where h. is the local heat transfer coefficient at each per~pheral 
l. 
position. The calculated average heat transfer coefficient for each 
station is presented in Appendix E. 
27 
The calculated average heat transfer coefficients from experi-
mental data for each station were compared to literature data. The 
ratios of average heat transfer coefficients from this work to heat 
transfer coefficients predicted by Dittus-Boelter (9) and Sieder-
Tate (10) equations and heat transfer coefficients obtained from the 
Eagle-Ferguson (11) chart are presented in Table I. 
Table I indicates that in the straight section upstream of the 
bend, the heat transfer coefficients found in this study are in good 
agreement with the Eagle-Ferguson (11) chart. Also, the heat trans-
fer coefficients in the bend section are larger than the heat transfer 
coefficients obtained from Eagle-Ferguson (11) chart·. For the runs 
made, the maximum increase of heat transfer coefficient in the bend 
was 18 percent, for run 211. In general this difference increases 
as Reynolds number increases. The bend also causes the heat transfer 
coefficient to increase in the straight section downstream from the 
180° bend. The maximum increase of heat transfer coefficient occurred 
at station 7, located at the entrance of the straight section down-
stream from the bend, and was 22 percent higher as compared to Eagle-
Ferguson (11) chart, for the highest Reynolds number (Run 215) made. 
Again, the higher Reynolds numbers give the greater increases in 
heat transfer coefficients. Finally, the ratio approaches unity for 
stations far downstream from the bend. 
The average Nusselt number, Nu, for each station is calculated 
and plotted in Figure 14 as a function of X/d and Reynolds number. 
Figure 14 indicates the behavior of Nu is independent of Reynolds 
number for a certain region of flow, (turbulent or transition); but 







RATIO OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FRO:M PRESENT WORK 
TO THOSE PREDICTED BY LITERATURE 
Source 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Dittus-Boelter (D-B) 0.95 0.91 0.92 1.06 1.01 1.01 0.99 
Sieder-Tate (S-T) 0.90 0.86 0.86 1.00 0.94 0.96 0.93 
Eagle-Ferguson (E-F) 1.02 0.98 0.98 1.14 1.08 1.10 1.06 
D-B 0.98 0.95 0.95 1.10 1.03 1.03 1.02 
S-T 0.92 0.89 0.89 1.03 o. 96 0.96 0.96 
E-F 1.05 1.02 1.02 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.09 
D-B 0.95 0.93 0.94 1.04 1.03 1.06 1.03 
S-T 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.99 0.98 1.01 0.98 
E-F 1.01 0.98 1.00 1.11 1.10 1.13 1.10 
D-B 0.93 0.88 0.87 0.95 0.93 0.97 1.02 
S-T 0.86 0.81 0.80 0.88 0.85 0.90 0.94 
E-F 0.99 0.94 0.93 1.01 0.99 1.04 1.08 
8 9 10 11 
0.80 0.94 0.90 0.90 
0.74 0.88 0.85 0.84 
0.85 1.00 0.97 0.96 
0.84 0.96 0.92 0.93 
0.79 0.90 0.86 0.87 
0.90 1.02 0.98 0.99 
0.95 0.89 0.85 0.83 
0.91 0.85 0.81 0.79 
1.01 0.95 0.91 0.89 
0.97 0.94 0.93 0.89 
0.89 0.87 0.85 0.82 
1.03 1.00 0.99 0.95 N 
00 
TABLE I (Continued) 
No. ReD Source 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
210 17,000 D-B 0.92 0.87 0.87 0.94 0.91 0.96 1.02 0.94 0.93 0.92 0.91 
S-T 0.88 0.83 0.82 0.89 0.86 0.91 0.97 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.86 
E-F 0.98 0.93 0.92 0.99 0.96 1.02 1.09 1.00 0.99 0.98 0.97 
211 19,850 D-B 1.01 0.95 0.95 1.06 1.06 1.11 1.14 1.07 1.00 0. 96. 0.94 
S-T 0.94 0.87 0.87 0.98 0.97 1.02 1.05 0.98 0.92 0.88 0.86 
E-F 1.08 1.01 1.01 1.13 1.12 1.18 1.21 1.13 1.06 1.03 0.99 
212 19,350 D-B 0.92 0.89 0.89 0.99 0.99 1.06 1.11 1.06 1.03 1.01 0.95 
S-T 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.94 0.94 1.00 1.05 1.01 0.98 0.96 0.91 
E-F 0.98 0.95 0.94 1. 05 l.05- 1.12 1.17 1.13 1.09 1.07 1.01 
213 22,370 D-B 0.96 0.93 0.92 1.03 1.03 1.08 1.13 1.05 0.99 0....96 0.91 
S-T 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.95 0.95 1.00 1.04 0.97 0.91 0.88 . 0.83 
E-F 1.02 0.99 0.98 1.10 1.09 1.15 1.20 1.12 1.05 1.02 0. 96 
214 23,950 D-B 0.95 0.93 0.93 1.05 1.03 1.08 1.11 1.03 0.97 0.95 0.92 
S-T 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.98 0.96 1.01 1.03 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.85 ['...) l..O 
TABLE I (Continued) 
No. ReD Source 1 2 3 4 5 
E-F 1.01 0.99 0.98 1.11 1.10 
215 27,320 D-B 0.93 0.91 0.91 1.05 1.04 
S-T 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.98 o. 96 
E-F 0.98 0.96. 0.97 1.12 1.10 
6 7 8 
1.15 1.17 1. 09 
1.10 1.15 1.06 
1.02 1.07 0.99 






































Figure 14. Nu Number as a Functian-uf Re and Position in Test Section 
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-14 also shows the Nu is fairly constant in the straight section up-
stream of the bend but its value is enhanced in the bend for both 
the turbulent and transition regions. For the turbulent flow, the 
value of Nu starts to decrease and approaches a constant value in 
·the straight section downstream of the bend. For the same portion 
of the test section the behavior of Nu number is different for 
the transition region, as the Nu number decreases to a minimum and then 
goes back to a constant value. 
Error Analysis 
The heat balances for all ten runs were made and the results 
indicate a maximum of +5 percent error. The results of the heat 
balance calculation are presented in Appendix E. 
The accuracy of the electrical measuring devices is reported to 
be within 2 percent of full scale reading. Also, the accuracy of 
rotameter is expect~d to be within 2 percent. The accuracy of inside 
wall temperature is expected to be within 1 percent and that of room 
temperature +0.5 percent. The accuracy of longitudinal test section 
dimensions is also expected to be within +0.1 percent. 
If all of the above mentioned measurements were in error to the 
extent indicated and in the same direction, the maximum error in the 
heat flux would be about 4 percent. Based on the error analysis which 
was made by Singh (8) the above mentioned inaccuracy of measurements 
gives a maximum error of about 12 percent in the heat transfer 
coefficient calculation. However, the average error is about 6 percent. 
CHAPTER. VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION 
Analysis of the experimental data obtained in this investigation 
0 . 
of the 180 bend indicates that; 
1. The local heat transfer coefficient in the straight section 
upstream of the bend is independent of peripheral position. 
2. The peripheral heat transfer is far from uniform in the bend, 
being much higher at the outside and lower at the inside of the bend, 
resulting in a higher mean heat transfer coefficient as co~pared to a 
straight tube under similar conditions. 
3. At any cross section in the bend, the distribution of periph-
eral heat transfer coefficient is almost symmetrical about a plane 
containing the longitudinal axis of tube and the radius of the bend. 
4. At the entrance region of the downstream section of the bend, 
the distribution of peripheral heat transfer coefficient is SY111JI1etrical 
about the plane of the bend. Also, the peripheral heat transfer 
coefficient is highest at the outside wall of the bend and lowest at the 
inside wall. The nonuniform heat transfer coefficient results in a 
higher mean heat transfer coefficient as compared to a straight section 
under similar conditions without the bend. The nonunifom behavior of 
the local heat transfer coefficient disappears as fluid flows further 
down the tube. 
33 
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No attempt was made to find a correlation(s) to predict the heat 
transfer coefficient in the bend and in the entrance region of the 
straight section downstream from the bend due to the lack of enough 
data. Therefore, using different bend to tube diameter ratios, 
different fluids and covering a wider range of Reynolds nu~ber, one 
could find a correlation(s) to predict the heat transfer coefficient 
for the bend and the entrance region of the straight section down-
stream of the bend. 
(1) 
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CALIBRATION DATA FOR ROTAl1ETER 
Rotameter Setting 

























CALIBRATION DATA FOR INLET AND OUTLET THERMOCOUPLES 
DURING IN-SITU CALIBRATION OF SURFAC~ THERMO-










Inlet 210.3 -0.7 
76.5 
Outlet 211.1 -0.9 
Therefore the correction correlation for inlet and outlet bulk 
fluid temperature are 




- (0.7) (210.3-76.5) 
(T -T ) 
out room 
(Tout)corrected = Tout-(0. 9) (211.1-76.5) 
TABLE IV 
CALIBRATION DATA FOR HEAT LOSS FROM TEST SECTION 
Average temperature of steam in test section 
Room Temperature during calibration 
Amount of mass of steam condensed 
0 Heat of vaporization of water at 210.3 F (A) 
{ Heat loss from l ~ = heat transfer loopJ Q = IDA 
= (0.5) (971.36) 
= 485 Btu/hr 
= 210.3°F 
= 76.0°F 
= 0.50 lbm/hr 
= 971.36 Btu/lbm 
So heat loss during experimental run, Q1 -Btu/hr oss 
485 (T -T ) 
_ avg room 
Qloss - (210.3-76.0) 
or, heat lost from the test section, q1 -Btu/hr oss 
where 
t = Length of test section. 
and 
L = Total length of heat transfer loop. 
T =(112)(Ti + T t) ' °F avg n ou 
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TABLE V 





~ = (Steam Temperature) - (Thermocouple Temperature) 
Peripheral Position 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.6 +O.l +0.3 +0.5 -0.3 -0.4 
2 +0.1 -0.6 -0.5 +0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.6 +1.3 
3 -0.l -0.6 -0.1 -0.6 o.o -0.l -0.2 -0.5 
4 +0.5 -0.1 ~o.6 -o.6 -0.2 -o.3 -0.2 -o.5 
5 -0.5 -0.7 -0.6 -0.3 -0.6 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 
6 -0.6 -0.7 -0.l -0.4 -0.6 -0.6 -0.7 -0.6 
7 -0.7 -0.8 -0.6 -0.8 -0.8 -0.7 -0.7 -0.5 
8 -0.5 -0.7 -1.0 -0.8 -0.5 -0.8 -0.5 -0.7 
9 -0.9 -0.5 -0.9 -0.8 -0.3 -0.6 -0.5 -0.8 
10 -0.7 -1.0 -0.6 -0.9 -0.4 -0.9 -1.0 -0.8 
11. -0.6 -0.8 -0.5 -0.8 -0.6 -0.9 -1.0 -0.7 
Note: 1. For correction of the surface thermocouples the effect of 
pressure drop along the pipe is not included even though 
the pressure taps indicated an average pressure drop of 
0.5 in, Hg along the pipe. 
2. Since the difference between the thermocouple J:eading ·.and 
the true temperature of surface was small, no correction 





R UN 'l UM B E R 2 0 6 
A AT EP FL Olli RATE = 7JO.OJ LBM/HDJ 0 
CUP 0 ENT TO TU IJt: = 215.00 A"1 PS 
VOL TA r.E DRIJP l f\j TUBE = 8.40 VOLTS 
RlJOM T E'~ P EPA Tu::;. E = 79 .90 OEGR.EES F 
UNCQ<: PECT ED I t\L FT T EMPEPATURE = 8 3 .oo DEGRE=E S F 
UNCnPPECTED OUTL F.T TEMPEPATURE = 91 .90 DEGREES F 
nuTS!DE SURFACE Tf'-1DE'-' ATURES - IJEG~EES F 
l 2 '.:\ 4 5 6 7 8 9 lJ 11 
l 94.2 97. 6 98., 6 104, l l 09 .. 2 112. 4 96. 3 99.8 98.2 99.7 101.9 
2 03.6 Q7.4 gq.4 99.l 10 2. 2 l !) 3. 2 9 7. 0 l 0 l. 3 99.2 loo. 3 lDZ.9 
3 93.2 96 ·~ 5 97.0 -) 5 .. 9 97 .. 0 97.5 98,.9 102. 0 loo. 7 l 01. 4 103.3 
4 93.4 95.9 96.0 94.4 94.9 9 5.4 l;Jt, •. '} ,, l 02. 9 l '.) 1 .9 101.9 103. 3 
5 93.8 96. c 95.6 9 3.9 94.2 9't. 5 112. ""' 10 3. 1 l 02. 4 102.2 102.7 ._, 
6 94.2 CJ 6 > 3 96a6 94. 3 94.6 94.8 l 'J 3. j 10 l~ 4 l C'O. 9 1 01. 2 10 2. l 
l g4 .5 ] 7 .') Q7.5 95.7 96.7 97.2 97.1 100.5 7c; .2 99.9 10 l. 4 
8 94.6 97.6 9i3. '.) 99 .. 3 102.9 1)4.l g5. 7 99.3 98.3 99.5 101.4 
PUN NUMBFR 207 
WAT fP FLOW RATE = 100.00 LB 11 /HJ U~ 
CU" RENT TO TUHE = 224.00 A~PS 
VOLTAGE DROP IN TUBE = a.10 VJL TS 
RODM TEMP FR ATUR E = so. 20 DEGP.EES F 
UNCO!=:'<.F.C TEO I NL ET TEMPEP.ATURE = 82.30 DEGREES F 
UNCOPi; ECT ED OUT l ET TEMPfRATUP E = 91.80 DEGPEES F 
nu Ts IDE SUP FACE TEMPE Q. AT UR ES - DEGREES F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 
1 94.3 97. 8 98.8 104.4 109. 8 113. 4 96. l 99.0 98.2 99.6 101.9 
2 93. 7 97. 5 98.6 99.5 l 02. 6 104. 2 ~6. 9 1 oo. 6.-- - 99. 8 l 00.8 103 .2 
1 93.l q6. (:; q7.2 95 .9 97.3 97.8 gq. 2 l r) 2. l 101. 3 102. 1 103.8 
4 93.4 96 .. 1 96.L) 94.4 95.0 9 5. 5 101+. 8 103. 8 102. 5 102. 1 103. 8 
5 93. 7 95.c; 95. 7 93.7 94.l 94.8 113. 3 103.8 103.0 103.0 103 .3 
6 114. 1 96.2 96.6 94. 3 94.8 95. 1 104. l 11) 2. 2 101. 3 101. 8 102.6 
7 94.4 97.0 97.4 95,.9 97.2 97. 6 97. 3 100. 9 99.8 1 oo. 4 101.9 
8 94.5 97.5 98.4 qq.8 103.4 l'J4.9 96. 0 99.9 98.8 100.0 101.CJ 
RUN NUMBER 208 
•..J AT FP FLmJ RATE = 1534. 80 L i3 "'1 /rlO UR 
cu:;PENT TO TU BE = 245.00 A "1P S 
VOLTAGE DPOP IN TUBE = 9 .50 VOLTS 
ROOM T EM P ED AT U:{ E = 79.40 DEG~EES F 
UNCOPR ECT EO I NL ET TEMPEQAfJPf: = 10.20 DEG~EES F 
UNCOPPECTED OUTLET TEMPERATURE = 71.j .60 DEG!:< EES F 
OUTSIDE- SlH FACE TEMPERATUPES 
-
DEG~ FES F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 l) 11 
1 78.6 80.6 81 • l 84.0 86.6 88.3 79.4 80.2 8 1 .1 82.1 83.7 
2 78.2 8 '). 6 81. l 8 1. 9 8 3 •. 3 .. 83.9 8 c. () 81.0 82.l 82.9 84.7 
3 78. 2 80.3 80.6 80~ 0 80. 4 so. 7 8 l. 5 82 .. & 83. 4 84. 0 85.3 
4 78. 7 80.1 80.0 79.l 79.0 79.l 84. 2 84.7 3-¥.~ 85.2 85.8 
5 79.0 80.l 79. 8 78 .. 5 78. it 78.5 88. 2 85.6 85.5 85.6 85.6 
6 79. 3 30.4 80. 3 7 8. 8 78.7 78.9 33. 8 83 .. 4 83.9 84.2 84.7 
7 79. 2 80.7 80.9 79.9 80.3 8 '.). 2 8'.). 6 B 1. 8 82. 5 82. 8 83.9 
8 79.l 80.9 81.l 31.9 83.6 134.0 79. 6 80. 6 81. 5 82. 2 83. 7 
----------------
QLJN l\JUMBEP 209 
WAT ER FLOW PATE = 1534. 80 LBM/HOUP 
CUD RENT T(l TU BE = 412.00 A ..,p S 
VOLT AGE DP CP IN TU BE = 16.20 VOL TS 
POm-1 TEMDERATUP E = 82. 10 DEGREES F 
UNCO~PECTED I NL ET TEMPEPATUPE = 82.60 DEGREES F 
UNCORRECTED OUTLET TEMPERATURE = 98 .20 DEGREES F 
OUTSIDE SUP FACE TFMP F.P ATUP ES 
- OEG~EES F 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 105.6 111. 4 113.3 120 .. 5 126.2 12 g. 4 107.8 109. 3 111.0 112. 5 117.0 2 104. 4 111 .. 2 113. 3 114. 9 11 a .. 5 119. 6 109. 6 111. 6 113. l 114.6- 119 .1 3 103 .9 lFJ .2 111. 6 110. 2 111.9 111. 6 l 13. 2 115. 6 116. 6 117.5 12 1).9 
4 105.0 109.7 110 .. 4 107.8 108 .. 0 10 7 ~9 119.6 120. 5 120.l 120. 9 122. 4 5 106. 1 110. 3 109. 5 106.6 l 06. 6 106.3 127.9 123.0 122.4 122.3 122 .6 
6 106 .8 llC. 3 llC.6 107. 3 1C7.l 1')7. 3 117. 6 117. 1 11 7. 9 118.4 119 .8 7 106.CJ 111 ~ 5 112 .2 109~ 8 111~3 111. 2 110. 3 112. 6 113.8 114. 1 11 7. 7 R 106. (: 111.5 11 3. 0 114. g 118 .8 119.9 107.7 109.7 111.3 112.9 117. l 
RUN N U"'I t3 ER 21 0 
>"i AT ff FL UW C: A TE ::: 18 32. 10 LBM/HOUD. 
CU'.:< RENT TO TU 51:: :: 235.00 A~P S 
VOLTAGE ooop IN TUBE = 9 .10 VOLTS 
POOM T E'-1 P E ~ AT uq E = 79.90 OEGPE:ES F 
UNCODO fCT ED INLET TEMPf:K.ATJRE = 75.90 DFG~EES F 
UNCOt;;PFCTEO OUTLET TEMPECIATURE = 80.10 DfGG EES F 
JlJTSIDE SUFFACE TEMPERATUDES - OEGQEES F 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 q 1) 11 
1 3.2. 6 84~ 4 84.'i 8 7 .2 88.9 B 9. 8 83.3 83.9 84 .2 8lt. 8 8 6 .C· 
? 8 2 • L~ 8·'.t-. 4 85.0 8 5. 5 86.6 8fr. 9 8 3. 8 84.6 85. 0 85.3 86. 6 
3 82.3 84.2 34.6 84.2 81+. 7 '3 4. 5 85. u 35 .. 8 86. 0 86. 2 87.2 
!t 82.6 84. 1 84.2 83.5 83.6 B 3. 5 86. 8 87.3 87.3 87.3 87.8 
':> 83.2 ~i4. 1 84.C 8 3. 1 83.l 82.9 89.5 8 s .. 0 87.9 87. 8 87.7 
6 83.4 84 .. 3 d4.3 83,.4 83.3 83.3 86. 3 d6. 3 86. 5 86. 5 86.9 
7 83.3 ii4 .6 84.7 84.0 84.5 34.5 84. 0 a4.9 85.2 8.5. 3 86.0 
8 8 3. l 81+. 5 84,.9 8 5~ 4 86.6 8 7. '.) 8 3. 3 84. 1 8 1+. 5 84.9 85.9 
RUN NUMBER 211 
WAT Et:< FL0\.-1 PATE = 1832.10 LG'-1/HJl)Q 
C'JPPENT T0 TIJHE = 482.00 AMPS 
VOLT AGE QPQP IN TUBE = 18.80 VOL TS 
POOM TEMDEPATL'P E ::: 83.00 DfG::>EfS F 
'J~JC()1'P[CTFO I NL ET TEMPEPATUPE = 81 .so DEGREES F 
JN COPP ECT ED OUTLET TEMPE:P A TUR E = 99. 50 DEGREES F 
•Ji JT SIDE SLJG FACE' TEMPEP AT UP ES 
-
DEG~EES F 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 l'J7.8 113.8 115.8 12 3. 7 129.4 l32. 8 109. 7 111. 6 113.9 116.2 121.7 
2 106.5 113.,9 115. 7 11 7 ~ 7 121,.4 122.d 111. 9 .U4. 3 116. 8 118. 8 124.l 
3 l C'?. 6 11 3. 3 114. 3 112. 5 113.0 l llt. 2 116. l 119.0 120.7 122.2 128.6 
4 108.l 113J' 111.') 10 9. 7 109.6 109.7 122.6 124.5 12 5. 3 12&. 3 13J.C 
5 109.6 112.8 l 12. l 10 s .. l 107. 9 1 J 7. 8 131. 8 12 7 ~ 6 12 8. 0 l 28. 3 125. 4 
A 11").5 113. 5 11 3. 7 1. 09. l 108.8 1)8.8 120.6 120.4 122.4 123.0 122.0 
7 110. l 114. 5 115. 2 111, 9 113.l 113. l 112. 6 115. 5 117.4 118. l 122. 0 
8 109. 5 111+.. 7 116. 0 11 7. 9 121.6 12 2. 7 109. 9 112~ 3 114.5 116.4 121 .2 
RU f\i NU MB E R 2 12 
WAT E::.> FLOV.i C:ATf = 2129.40 LBM/H1UP 
CUR P_ EtH TD TUBE = 265.00 A '1 PS 
VOLTAr;r= DRUD HJ TU BE = 10.40 VULTS 
POnM T EM P ER A T UP E = 79.90 DEGC: E ES F 
UNCOPQ FCT ED !NL ET TEMPERATURE = 7 3. 70 DEGFEES F 
UN COPP ECT FD OUTLET TEMP Et;: ATUP E = 78.40 DEGREES F 
1tlTSIDf SUP FACE TEMPE 0 ATURES ·- OEGR E ES F 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lJ 11 
l 81.7 8 3 <> 5 84~1 8 6.4 88.2 8 <). 1 81.8 82,, 3 82. 7 83. 3 84. 8 
2 31. 3 P. J ~ 4 83.9 d4.4 85.4 85.8 d2. 5 83.0 83.6 84.0 85 .t 
3 ~31 • 0 'B • C\ 83.4 8 2. g 83.2 d J. 2 8 3. 7 84~ 3 84. 6 85. 0 86.3 
4 81.5 83~0 ;;n .u d 2 > l 82,J d 1. g 85. 6 86., l 86. 0 36. 3 87.0 
5 82.0 £33.0 82. 8 81.7 81. 5 81.3 88.6 86.9 86.9 87.0 87 .c 
6 82.J 83.1 \31.2 8 l. 9 81.7 81. 6 85. 0 84. 9 8S.3 85. 3 86.0 
7 32.2 83.4 t13. 0 82,. 7 83.,0 32.9 82. 6 d3. 4 83. 8 83. 8 85.0 
13 fl2.'J g).6 84.l 84.3 85.5 i3 5. 8 81 • c3 82. 3 82.9 83.3 84.E' 
q UN NU MB E R 2 l 3 
'tlAT~R HOW RATE = 2129.40 U~M/HOUP 
cu::- PENT TO TUBE = lt96. 00 A°'1PS 
vrL T AGE DROP IN TLJt3E = 19 .50 VOLTS 
PWJM TE"1PEPATLJOE = 80 .. 50 DEGREES F 
lmCORf:=ECTFD INLET TEMPERATUPE = 79.80 DEGPEES F 
UNCn'-'P ECT EC OUTLET TEMPERATURE = 96.20 DEG~ EE S F 
:J 1!TSIDE sui;.:FACE TEMPP<ATLJQ_ES 
-
CEGREES F 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l'.) 11 
1 105.3 110~9 1 13 .. 3 120 .• 3 125~4 128.5 106. 8 108 .. 6 110.6 112. 6 11 7. 8 
2 104. 1 11'),··.j 11?. 3 114. 5 11 7. 8 119.r 108.9 111.0 113 .2 ll 5. l 120.2 
3 10} .6 11". l 111. 3 109. 7 111. l 111. 2 112. 7 11 s. 5 111. l 118. 6 122.5 
4 105. 3 110 > 0 110,2 1QL2 107 .. 0 106.9 118. 7 120, 8 121. 7 122. 9 12 5. 1 
5 D7. 1 un. 2 lO'J.6 105.5 105.3 10 5. 0 1;u. 5 123.8 124.6 125.0 125 .e 
6 lOd. 1 110.7 111. c 106. 6 1C6. '.) 1".'6. 0 116. 7 ll7a0 119. 0 119.6 121 .. s 
7 107.4 111 .. 5 112. 4 10<;.2 110.2 110.2 109. 3 112.0 113. 8 114.6 118. 0 
p 106.g 111. 5 11 3. l 114.6 118. '.' 119.2 106. 7 109.2 111.0 112.7 11 7. 3 
R UN NU,.., BE R 2 14 
wAT ED FLnw Pt\ TE = 2426.70 LBM /HOUR 
CIJRRFNT TO TU BE = 459.00 A"1P S 
VDL T AGE DROP IN TUBE = 18.00 VOLTS 
ROOM T E:.~P EPATU~ E = 79.50 DEGREES F 
IJNU~op ECT ED INLET TEMPERATJFE = 76. 70 DfGREES F 
UNCOn EC TFD OUTLET TE:MPEC ATUR E = 88. 70 DEGREES F 
'lUTSIDE SUQ FACE TEMDFGA TURES - DEG 0 EFS F 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
l 9 7. 9 10 2. 1 l ".:3. 9 109.?. 113. 7 11 5. 7 97. g 99.7 101.3 
2 96.6 l ') 2. () 103. 3 10 3. 8 106.3 l J 7. 6 99. 5 UH. 6 103.2 
3 95.6 100,6 lc)l.4 100 .. 0 101.2 LH. 3 102. 7 105. 0 106. 0 
't 96 .A 100 .4 100.5 98.C 97.9 C) 7. 9 107.5 109.0 109.6 
5 <JG. 5 1 O'.'. 3 99.,. 8 96. 8 96 .. 6 96.3 114. 1 .. 11 L 3 112.0 
6 9'}. 0 100 0 7 100. cl 9 7. 5 97.l 97. 2 105. 9 10 5~ 9 107.4 
7 98.6 l'H .3 l'Jl.9 99.4 100. '.) lJC.6 1 oo. 2 102. 2 l'.) 3. 3 
8 98.6 10L9 l ·) 3. 2 103.7 106.6 1()7. 7 9g.2 100.0 lJl.4 
lJ 
102.8 
l 04. 3 
l 06. 9 
110. 4 
112. 1 
l 07. 7 














RUN NUMBER 215 
--...-----·------- -
/.IAT ER FLOW RATE = 2724.JO LHM/HOUP CLJ::Crt ENT m TUBE \ = 520.00 AMPS 
vnL TAG E DROP If\J TUBE = 20. 5C' VOLTS 
POnM TE~PEP.ATUDE 
= 83.40 DEG~.EES F 
UNCCJPPFC TED T NL ET TEMPEC1ATUPE ::: 71.10 DEGREfS F 
IJNCO!'.'R ECT ED OUTLET H.MPEP ATU 0 E = 91.00 DEGPE:E S F 
1JUT S IDE SU~FACE TEMPERATURES 
- OEG:<.EES F 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lJ 11 
l 102.P 1"'17. 6 l J). 5 ll 5. 4 120.6 12 3. 2 101. 6 lL' 3. 4 105. 4 l 07. 5 11l.9 2 101.2 l '.) 7. 3 lJ8.7 108.6 111.B 113.3- 103. 6 lJS~ 6 107. 8 109. 4 113.7-3 99.8 105. 5 lCG.4 104.5 l ('5. 9 l'J6.0 107. 2. l 09. 6 111 .1 112.4 115.5 4 101.4 185.6 l '.J5.? 102. 3 1-02. ·'} l !) l. 6 112. 7 114~ 6 115.8 116.9 118.6 5 103. 7 105.7 lO'h U 100.9 100.6 10 o. 1 120. 8 11 7. 6 119. 0 119. 4 119.9 0 l 04 .5 l C6. iJ 105.7 1')1.6 lC 1. l l';'l.7 110.8 l l l,; 0 113.2 113.8 115. 4 7 1 ro,). 7 1 ·J6. 5 1 07. 0 104~ c 1C4.9 1 :ct. 8 103.9 106,5 108.0 108.3 111. 0 d lJ 3. 8 107. 2 108.8 107 .. 8 111. 9 1l 3. ·'.) l 01. 6 1·13.8 l 05. 6 106 .9 110 .8 
APPENDIX C 
REGRESSION CORRELATIONS FOR ESTIMATING 
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF WATER 




The following physical correlations which were developed by Singh 
(8) based on the CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics were used to 
compute the physical properties of water. 
Density in gm/ml: 
P = o.999986 + (0,1890)(10-4)(T, 0 c)-(0.5886)(1o-5)(T, 0 c) 2 
+ (0.1548)(10-?)(T, 0 c) 3 
Range: 0 c to l00°C 
Viscosity in centipoise: 
µT 1.3272(20-T)-0.001053(T-20) 2 loglO - = µ20 T + 105 
where 
T = water temperature, 0 c 
and 
µ20 = viscosity of water at 20°c = 1.002 cp. 
Range: 20°C to 100°c 
Specific heat in Btu/lb-°F: 
c = l.01ss1-(o,4so2)(10-3)(T, °F)+(0.3274)(1o-5)(T, °F) 2 p 
Range: 32°F to 212°F 
Thermal conductivity in Btu/hr-ft-°F: 
K = 0.30289+(0.7029)(10-3)(T, 0~)-(0,1178)(10-s)(T) °F) 2 
- (0.550)(10-9)(T, °F) 3 
Range: 44°F to 206°F 
INCONEL 600 
The following physical correlations which were developed by 
54 
Farukhi (5) were used to compute the physical properties of Inconel 600. 
Electrical resistivity in Oluns-in2/in: 
P = (40.40292+2.515385xl0-3xT)(l0-6) 
0 T = temperature, F 
Thermal conductivity in Btu/(hr-ft-°F): 





Calculations for experimental data run 209 are presented as a 
sample calculation. The experimental data values for run 209 are pre-
sented on page 45 in Appendix B. The sample calculations given here 
are based on the following assumptions and conditions: 
1. Electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity of tube walls 
are function of temperature. 
2. Peripheral wall conduction exists. 
3. Axial conduction is negligible. 
4. Steady state conditions exist. 
5. Heat losses to the atmosphere are present. 
A computer program written originally by Farukhi (5) was modified 
to perform the calculations for all the data runs on IBM 360/65 com-
puter. 
Calculation of the Overall Heat Balance 
Heat input rate, Btu/hr = Q i t 
npu 
= ]current} Qinput )in tube lvoltage drop 1 across tube ( 
J 
(412.0)(16.2)(3.41213) 
= 22,773.9 Btu/hr. 




The inlet and outlet bulk water temperatures measured by the 
thermocouples were corrected, based on their calibratiori, Calibration 
I 
data for these thermocouples are given in Table III ln Appendix A. 
{corrected inlet I J - 82.6 - 0.7(82.6-82.10) 
- 210.3-76.5 
water temperature 
{ corrected outlet l 9802 _ 0 •9 (98 _2_82 .l) i' = 211.1-76.5 
water.temperatureJ 
= 98.09°F 
{average water temperature 
in the tube (T ) 
avg 
From Appendix C, 
0.5(98.09+82.6) = 90.34°F 
C = l.01881-(0.4802)(10-3)(T)+(0.3274)(10-5)(T2) p 
-(0.604)(10-8)(T3) 
at T = 90.35°F 
c = 1.01881-(0.4802)(10-3)(90.34)+(0.3274)(10-5)(90.342) p 
-(0.604)(10-8)(90.343) 
0 0.998 Btu/lb- F 
Qoutput = (1534.8)(0.998)(98.09-82.6) 
= 23,726.0 Btu/hr 
Heat loss rate, Btu/hr = Q loss 
Calibration data for heat losses to the atmosphere are given in 
Table IV, Appendix A. 
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485(90,34-82;1) 113.267 
= (210.3-76.0) x 166.767 
= 20.2 Btu/hr 
{Percent error in}· .. = (Q -Q ) - ·q in ut loss out ut (100) 
heat balance o. 5 (Qinput ... qloss) + Qout~u 
= 22,773.9-20.2-23i726.0 ( ) 
0.5(22,773.9-20.2+23,726.0) lOO 
= -4.18% 
Calculation of the Local Inside Wall Temperature 
and the Inside Wall Radial Heat Flux 
As indicated in Chapter V, a numerical solution developed and 
applied by Owhadi (6), Crain (7), Singh (8), and Farukhi (5) was used 
to compute the inside wall temperatures from the measured outside 
wall temperatures and the inside wall radial heat flux at each thermo-
couple location. The trial-and-error solution is complex and hence a 
sample calculation will not be given here; however, the derivation 
of equations are given in Appendix B of Farukhi's (5) thesis. Tables 
VI to IX give the outside surface temperatures, the computed inside 
wall temperatures and the inside wall radial heat fluxes for every 
thermocouple located on the test section. 
TABLE VI 
RUN@)( - OUTSIDE SURFACE TEMPERATURES, °F 
Peripheral Station Number 
Position 1 2 3 4 -5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 105.6 111.4 113.3 120.5 126.2 129.4 107 .8 109.3 111.0 112.5 117.0 
2 104.4 111.2 113.3 114.9 118.5 119.6 109.6 111.6 113.1 114.6 119.1 
3 103.9 110.2 111.6 110.2 111.9 111.6 113.2 115.6 116.6 117.5 120.9 
4 105.0 109.7 110.4 107.8 108.0 107.9 119.6 120.5 120.1 120.9 122.4 
5 106.1 110.3 109.5 106.6 106.6 106.3 127.9 123.0 122.4 122.3 122.6 
6 106.8 110.3 110.6 107.3 107.1 107.3 117 .6 117 .1 117. 9 118.4 119.8 
7 106.9 111.5 112.2 109.8 111.3 111.2 110.3 112.6 113.8 114.1 117.7 
8 106.6 111.5 113.0 114.9 118.8 119.9 107.7 109.7 111.3 112. 9 117.1 
TABLE VU 
RUN 209 - CALCULATED INSIDE SUR.FACE TEMPERATURE, °F 
Peripheral Station Number 
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 103.1 108.9 110.8 117.8 123.5 126.8 105.2 106.7 
2 101.9 108.7 110.8 112.2 115.8 116.9 107.4 109.1 
3 101.3 107.7 110.1 107.6 109.4 109.0 110.6 113.1 
4 102.5 107.2 107.9 105.4 105.6 105.5 117.1 118.0 
5 103.6 107.8 106.9 104.3 104.4 104.0 125.6 120.6 
6 104.3 107.8 108.1 104.9 104.7 104.9 115.0 114.6 
7 104.4 109.0 109.7 107.2 108.7 108-.(i 107.7 110.1 































RUN 209 - RADIAL HEAT FLUX FOR INSIDE SURFACE, BTU/HR-FT2 
Station Number 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
10403.3 10412.1 10400.7 10915.2 10902.5 10441.7 10518.7 10574.8 10558.3 10564.7 10548.4 
10454.4 10372.2 10321.4 11004.7 11118.7 11059.9 10523.9 10517.3 10501.1 10467.4 10405.9 
10505.9 10445.8 10446.8 10516.5 10521.7 10631.3 10577.8 10470.6 10420.4 10449.5 10405.8 
10415.1 10480.3 10435.2 9936.0 9893.6 9988.8 10528.9 10283.3 10351.5 10306.1 10348.0 
10392.6 10383.7 10532.1 9483.4 9276.4 9525.3 9355.7 9939.9 10032.2 10118.2 10251.5 
10380.2 10486.1 10447.0 9969.7 9960.4 10034.2 10591.7 10500.3 10443.2 10398.0 10463.0 
10392.0 10349.4 10373~3 10533.3 10556.8 10660.1 10686.6 10511.1 10512.2 10597.5 10509.a 
1037~~6·10411.9 10389.5 10981.9 1I049.8 11001.9 10575.0 10563.9 10546.9 10467~0 10452.1 
Calculation of the local heat transfer coefficient for thermo-
couple 1-1 (station 1, peripheral position 1): 
{local heat transfer 
coefficient (h) 
.t = ..,,.-__,( q_f_A)_,.---.,... 
[ (t ) -(tb) ] 
w 1 1 
= 83.1°F 
= l04o3•3 = 520.2 Btu/hr-ft2-°F 103.1-83.1 
Calculation of the Relevant Dimensionless Numbers 
Reynolds Number: Re 
From Appendix C, 
= 
l.3272(20~T)-0.001053(T-20) 2 
T + 105 
where 
0 T measured in C and µ 20 = 1.002 cp. 
at (tb)l = 83.1°F = 28.39°c 
1.3272(20-28.39)-0.-001053(28.39-20) 2 
= ~~~---~~----~~~~~~~~~ 28.39 + 105 
µT = (1.002)(0.8241) = 0.8257 cp 
or 
µT = (0.8257)(2.42) = 1.9983 lbm/ft-hr. 
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So at (T ) = 39.52 
w avg µ = 0.6589 cp w 
= 1.5946 lbm/ft-hr 
G = W = 1534 •8 = 473,386 lbm/ft2-hr 
.'.!!:.4 (d1.) 2 .'.!!:.( 771) 4 12 
Re= (0.771/12)(473,386) = 15 , 220 
1. 9983 
Prandtl Number: Pr 
From Appendix C, 
C = 1.01881-(0.4802)(10-3)(T)+(0.3274)(10-5)(T2) p 
c = 1.01881-(0.4802)(10-3)(83.l)+(0.3274)(10-5)(83.12) 
p 
0 
= 0.998 Btu/lbm- F 
From Appendix C, 
K = 0.30289+(0, 7029) (l0-3) (T) ... (0.1178) (10""5) (T2) 
At (t ) = 83.1°F 
b 1 
K = 0.30289+(0.7029)(10""3 )(83.1)-(0.1178)(10~S)(83.12 ) 
So, Pr 
0 0.353 Btu/hr-ft- F 
= (0.998)(1.9983) = 
0.353 







Similarily, the other peripheral heat transfer coefficients at 
station 1 could be calculated in the same manner, and results are 
presented in Table IX. 
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TABLE IX 
PERIPHERAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS AT STATION 1 
Peripheral Position 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
2 0 h,Btu/(hr-ft - F 520.2 557.6 576.1 538.0 507.8 490.3 488.7 494.8 
65 
The average heat transfer coefficient at station 1 can be calcula-
ted using equation 4. 
- 1 8 
h = ~ l: (h.) 
8 .. 1 1 1"" 
ii= l/8(520.2+557.6+576.1+538.o+507.8+490.3+488.7+494.8) 
2 0 
= 521.7 Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
Comparison of Experimental Data with Literature 
1, Sieder-Tate equation; 
0 027( 0.353. )(15 220)0.8(5 65)0.333(1.9983)0.14 
. 0. 771/12 ' . 1. 5946 
2 0 
= 604.4 Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
ratio of heat transfer l 
i 






2, Eagle-Ferguson Chart 
From Appendix c, density of water, p: 
p = 0.999986+(0.1890)(10-4)(T, 0 c)-(0.5886)(10-5)(T, 0 c) 2 
+(0.1548)(10-7)(T, 0 c) 3 
for (tb) = 83.1°F = 28.39°c 
1 




Water velocity at station 1: 
w· 
v = -pA 
1534.8 v = ___ _..:;;.~.;...;_;;'---~~-
2 
(6'2.11) (~) c0· i~1 > (3600) 
= 2.12 ft/sec 
From Eagle-Ferguson Chart at V = 2.12 ft/sec and (tb) 
. 1 
- 2 0 h = 527.0 Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
rratio of heat transfer 
~coefficients (experimental l to Eagle-Ferguson) 
521. 7 
527.0 = 0•99 
0 













RUN NUMRfR 206 
AVEPAGE REYNnLns NUMBfP 
AVE:PA:;E DPANDTL '!UMBER 
~ASS FLUX 




H EAT ~Al A NC F f P ? 0 P P E P. C ENT 
op~ !PHEP. Al HEAT T PANSFER 
1 2 3 4 
2 75. 9 254.9 239.5 155.6 
295.5 256.8 241.6 268.C 
311. 0 286. J 284e8 349. 7 
3;) 1 .8 306 .g 317.6 397. 1 
288.3 3')0,,4 338.;) 403.8 
?_ 7 6. 5 29?,. 4 293. 5 402. 9 
268.0 27 i' • ') 266. 7 362. 0 
2o3 .B 252.7 257.4 260. 4 
= 7306.54 
= 5. 34 
=215904.25 
= 2824.61 
= 6162 .. 30 
= 6171.61 
= 18.79 









356.6 362. 8 







7 8 9 
401.8 288.7 358 .4 
374.1 239.6 314.9 
313. 0 230. 8 265.8 
203. 7 211.2 23:,.s 
82. 3 202.7 220.9 
212.1 245.6 261.4 
397. 4 262. 8 316.9 
457. 1 283. 8 351. 8 
A.V ;:o AGE HEAT TRAMSFEF CO~FFICIENT-BTU/(SQ.FT.H~~OEG.Fl 
l 2 3 4 :> 6 7 8 9 
HAVG 2~s.1 277.5 279.9 324.9 308.3 315. 2 305.2 245.6 zqo.q 
FATIO nF C ~ L CU L i\ T E i) HEAT TR ANS FE~ CUE FF IC I ENT TO HJJSE o REDIC TEO 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
n IT f-1 L 0.95 Q. 9 1 0 Q 92 l.Ot 1, J 1 l • .')J o .. 99 o.so o. 94 
S TOTt1 T :: .'1 J -~ • :36 0. '36 1.00 0.94 C.'J6 0.93 C.74 0.88 





248. !;, 252.6 




l c 11 
2BJ.3 28J.3 
BY LI TtRATU'<-;: 
10 11 
o. 90 0.:} 0 
C.85 c. tl 4 










PU N NU M B E R 2 0 7 
AVHAGF PFYNDLOS NU"1BEO 
AVEF AGE PP Af\IOTL NlJMP, H' 
MASS FL 1J X 




HEAT BALANCE ~~ROR PEQCENT 
PEe>IPHFPAL HEAT TRANSFER 
l ') 3 4 L 
278.9 259.5 248.3 166.l 
297 .. 3 26(43 249.4 269. 5 
321.2 294 .8 29·) .o 365.2 
306.3 YJ8 .9 331.3 406.3 
298.C 316.4 344.2 429.3 
28':>. 8 307. '.) 305.6 413.7 
277,,5 280.2 284.7 366. 6 






= 6589. 09 
= 17.04 
= 0.66 




339.8 351. 2 
405. 9 419.3 
434.4 433.8 
419.9 449. 5 
348.7 363 .. b 
21C.5 2 ')0. 7 






7 8 9 
437.5 33 7. 5 387.0 
399.5 2 75 • 0 310 .3 
320.1 243.9 268.4 
205. 3 201. 3 241.0 
84.o 2'J7.7 225.0 
212.9 242.4 2 71 .1 
40':i. cl 2 70. '.) 314.0 
449.9 294.6 34R.6 
6.VF 0 1'-1GF: !--tFAT F,ANSFEP CfJFFFIC IENT-RfU/ !S-.;.FT.HO-DEG.F) 
l ;:i 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
HAVG 29 2 .4 2f37.7 2'3b .,() 334.6 313. 7 316. l 315.0 2 5 CJ. 8 2 95. 7 
D/H TO UF CALCllLATFD HE/\ T TP AN SFED ::::oEFFICIENT TO THOSE DRfDICTED 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
OTF1L ,..,, • g '3 J.()5 J.95 l.lC 1. 03 1. 0 3 l I\) . ·- '- S.84 ·'.). 9o 
SI OT AT J~92 C .. B·:i o. 89 1.03 0. 9f:i 0.96 0.96 o.79 o. 90 
r ff( HT 1 .. 05 l~ 02 1.02 1.17 1 • 1 J 1.10 1.09 Cl. 90 l • ')2 
10 11 
343.9 324. l 
295 .6 21s.a 
258.8 261.!t 
248.2 261.9 
236 .6 275.2 





BY LI lERATURE 
10 11 
0.92 '.) • :j 3 
o. 86 a.a1 











AVERAGE REYNOLDS NU~BER 
AVHA(';E PPANDTL NUMBEr:: 
MASS FLUX 




HFAT BALANCE ERROR PERCENT 
Ofp I PHEP Al HEAT TR ANS FER 
1 2 3 4 
50 ... 5. 8 479.3 462. 9 36 8. 3 
539. l 4 74.4 458.9 464.9 
540.0 497 .. 0 1.,.93. 0 5 7 3. 2 
4g7 .4 511. 6 540.9 619.0 
479,.6 512.5 560 .. 0 659.3 
458, 5 't89. 5 515.5 659. 7 
467.4 469.C) 1t 71 .6 581.4 
470.2 45'> .. l 461.2 464.l 
= 13395.61 
= 6. 52 






C Cl E F F I C I PH 
5 6 
299.5 254.3 
418. 1 408. 3 
5 72. 3 578. 2 
667.8 714. ',) 
701.5 764.0 
715.0 742. 7 
5 8 3. 1 6 36. 2 
401.2 399s6 
LB"!/( SQ .. FT-H'< t 





7 3 9 
766 .4 095.2 624.3 
683. l 603.4 525 .s 
538.6 460.4 442. 0 
38d.7 365.4 373. 6 
232.9 32 3. 3 339.2 
404.Y 432.0 417.7 
629 • .3 52 8. 9 498.l 
136.0 642. 7 'j 77. 5 
AV c DAG'- t-1 fAT H' M·JSFEP C Cl E FF I C T EN T- R'TU I ( S CJ • F T. Ho - DES • F ) 
l ~ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
HAV r; 4g4 .9 4P6. 1 1-t9 5. 5 548.7 54 1-t. 9 562.2 54 7. 5 506.4 +7+.8 
r:ATill OF C/\LCULATEO Hf-AT TPANSFE~ COEF-FICI ENT TO THOSE PP f::fJ IC TED 
l " 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 L 
1~'TRL 0~95 0.03 0;094 l .04 l .. 0 3 t. 06 1 .. 03 0.95 o. '39 
') T l~T /\ T 1 .91 C. :lD 0.9J 0.99 U.98 l. <)l O. 9.S C· .9 1 0.85 
1-'Ef-'.C HT 1 • 01 r:. 9d 1.00 1. 11 1. l ;; 1. 13 1 .. 10 l. ') 1 ·). 95 
10 11 
551 .7 509.2 
ft 8B • 5 437.7 
425.l 410. 5 
367.9 384.~ 
347.6 393.2 
414 .8 't4 l. 4 
499.1 492.lt 
540.1 502. 4 
lC ll 
'T5!t. 4 4+5.5 
BY LI TEI:!. A TU" F 
10 11 
o. 85 0.:33 
0.81 0. 7 Cf 










RUN f\J UM B EP 2 0 9 
AVEPAGF: 0 EYNJLDS NUMEEP 
AVECAGF PRANDTL NUMBER 
MASS FLJX 
AVEPAGE HF.AT FLUX 
Q = AM P * vrJ L T 
Q=M*C'~( T 2-T l) 
HEAT LOST 
HEAT BALANCE EFROR PEQCENT 
PERJDHFQAL HEAT TPANSFE~ 
1 2 3 4 
521.1 489 .. 2 463.B 383.6 
557.6 491. 7 459.9 481.4 
576.l 520. 3 504.4 574.7 
5 38 .o 535.6 534 .a 618.7 
507.8 51 't. 3 566.6 632.7 
490.3 519.9 530.1 641. l 
488.7 433 .. 6 486 .4 588.6 
4q4.s 486.Q 469.6 480.3 
= 16576.16 
= 5. 14 
=4 73 3 85. 4+ 
= 10404.93 
= 22773.91 
= 23726. 84 
= 20. 65 
= -4 .19 
COE F F I C I E!\J T 
5 6 
329.2 294. 2 
437.5 432.6 
553.6 601. 0 
646.7 705.4 
658.6 750.5 
692.5 740. '.> 
5 73. 8 616.9 
4?9.4 425.1 
LBV./( SQ.FT-HR) 





7 8 9 
814. 3 775.4 724.4 
715.1 659.3 629.2 
577. 7 524.3 515.5 
425.8 412. 7 436.2 
280.9 361.5 384 .2 
466.4 489.2 4 85. 5 
694.8 619. 9 604.5 
82 5. C) 752.4 708.9 
f'l.VPAGE f-ifAT T'~ A»~S FH COfFFICIFNT-~TU/(SQ.FT.HP-DfG.F) 
1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 
HAVG 521.8 505 .• 2 502 .. 0 550.l 540.2 '=>10. 8 600. 1 514. 1 561.l 
r. AT T Cl OF CAL CUL .\TED HfAT TRAN SF ED ::.oEf-FICIENT TO THOSE PREDICTED 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
CIT BL (\ .9 3 '} • >j 3 J. 87 0 .05 o. Cl 3 0.97 l. 02 o. 9 7 0.94 
s r or tt r 0 ,.86 G "81 0.80 0.88 o.85 0.90 0.14 0. 89 o. 8 7 
HffC HT o .. 99 c. 9~ 0.93 1.01 '). 99 l • ;J4 l. 08 1.03 1.00 
10 11 
690.2 62 s. 2 
600 .5 547.5 
513.8 500.1 
433.5 46 3. 5 
401 .2 454.7 







0.93 ').a 9 
o. 85 0.82 










RUN N'lMSfR 210 
AVfDAGE cEYNOLDS NUMBFR 
AVEPAGF OPA:-JOTL NUMBff 
MASS F!.'.JX 
AVEPAGE HEAT FLUX 
Q=AMP':'vu LT 
Q=M=-C~' tT 2-Tl) 
HEAT LOST 
H EAT BAL AN C E F c· q 0 R P EF C EN T 
PEP !PHf'."1 AL Ht AT TPANSFER 
1 2 3 4 
596.2 53 8. 2 514.4 415.5 
615.6 535.2 500.9 521.3 
630.5 555.8 537.7 606.3 
5g6.2 56 5. C· 576.5 648.0 
532. 5 566 .. 2 6C'O.O 668.7 
51 7. 1 546. 8 56S.7 661.3 
527.2 516.q 527.5 631.0 
542.l 52 8. 7 511 • '.::> 529.0 
= 1 7064 .03 
= 6. 06 
=565083.06 
= 3385.06 
= 7296. 84 
= 7641.82 
= -4. 73 
= -4.55 
COfFF IC I ENT 
5 6 
357.4 322.l 
4 70. 5 463.9 
583. 2 642.2 
664.5 727.6 
689.5 800.6 
714.2 768. 0 








7 8 9 
871.4 798.l 784.4 
775. 7 681.3 652 .3 
608.7 54 7. 6 548. 2 
46 3. 6 432.3 445.l 
299.5 384.9 402 .4 
497. l 506.8 505. 5 
754. 9 644.1 632. 9 
874. 7 758. 1 724. 3 
/W F c /\(, i:: H[f\T TPA~SFtP COEFFICIENT-BTU/(50.FT.HO-OEG.F) 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
f.JAI/:; 56q.6 544.l 541.B 585.l 569.l 602.7 643. 2 594.1- 586.g 
i:; AT T rJ C'F CAtCLJLATED HE!l.T TPANSFER COFFF IC I ENT TO THOSF: DOfDICTED 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
n: T 81 u. 9 2 0.87 0. ~17 0,.94 J. 91 0.96 l. CZ o. 9 1t o. 93 
'~ 1JT t1 T r) • 8 ~J 0 .H 3 0. 82 C.89 'J. 8 (,) 0. 91 0.97 0 .90 o.q9 
rff( f.JT '::'. 9 ':3 '). 9 3 o .. 92 I) .• 99 (). 96 1.)2 1.09 1. 00 o .. 99 
lC 11 





521 .6 553.l 
648.2 &59.9 
694. 5 665.2 
10 11 
580.9 575.3 
3Y LI TEP A TUR E 
10 ll 
o. 92 0.91 
0.87 .J. 8 6 











. R UN !\.J UM 8 E: R 21 1 
AVU-AGE REY\J:JLDS NU'1BEq. 
AVEFAGE PPANDTL NUMBER 
MASS FLt1X 
AVEPAGE HEAT FLUX 
Q= AMP* VOLT 
Q=M*C*( T2-Tl l 
HEAT LOST 
HFl\T BALANCF F 8 ~0F PEt;:CENT 
PF~ !PHFDAL HEAT TRANSFEQ 
1 2 3 4 
650.7 626.3 594.4 496.5 
68 2. 2 618.B 593.0 612 .. 4 
898.') 63 8. 3 634.l 734.l 
629.0 646 • 1+ 6 71+. 0 800.3 
598.5 654.7 710.8 835.7 
574 .Q 632.6 650.9 832.l 
587.2 602.7 607.4 160.2 
5q9. 7 5g6, 8 586.5 60't.. 8 
= 19844.54 
= s.12 
= 5 65 Q83. 06 







43 1t.7 391. 2 
560.l 550.2 
725.3 761.6 
854.9 929. 6 
886.l 1002.2 
904. 2 9<n. 9 
759.3 813.l 
553. 1 550. l 
L BM I ( S CJ • FT - HR ) 





7 8 '.:} 
1 078. 6 10C6.1 915. 5 
'12J.9 841.l 764. 3 
728.2 655.8 631 .6 
548.7 516. l 518.7 
36S. 8 447.l 458.3 
595. lt 620.4 587.1 
897.q 784.7 744.4 
l 063. 0 955. 2 876 .9 
/\Vf 0 AGi:: : l f: AT T RM!S FEF COEFF!CIENT-BTU/(SQ.FT~Hr.;-DEG.Ft 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~ 
HAVG 651.5 627.1 .JJl.4 709.5 709.7 749.!) 775. 2 72 8. 3 687.l 
cArrn OF CALCUL/\TFO HEAT TPANSFEF COtFF!CifNT TC fl-IOSE PR EDICT ED 
1 2 3 I+ 5 6 7 8 9 
DlTKL 1." 1 0.95 <:'. 95 1.06 1.06 l .11 1.14 l.D7 l.OJ 
S TOT AT 0.94 r..87 C.37 0.98 ".). 97 1.02 l. 05 o. 98 0.92 




614 .5 533.B 









0.96 0 .94 
0.88 0.8~ 










RUN NUMBER 212 
AV~QAGE REY~OLOS NUMBEg 
AVF..PAGf poAf'mTL !\IUMBEP 
MASS FLUX 




HEAT t3ALANCE F.l=:P,OR PEF~CENT 
PER TPHE~AL HEAT TPANSFEP 
1 2 3 4 
6 36 .1 597.5 566 .9 479.0 
678.2 603.2 581.3 607.1 
719.2 646 .o 627.3 713.8 
656.4 642.? 667.1 768.7 
608.2 6 43. 0 692.5 783. 5 
58 1. 7 634.5 645.2 801.5 
592.3 605. 0 609.6 739.3 




:: 4305. 91 
= 9403 .• 82 
= 9946·.20 
= -9.59 
= - 5. 50 
C'JEFFICIENT 
5 6 







552. 8 54 7. 9 






7 8 '.;} 
l 069. 0 1002.8 971.4. 
909.2 861. 8 797. 0 
728.3 684.0 675.7 
555. , 521.0, 547.l 
359. 0 462.0 476.4 
602.5 624.7 606.5 
905.7 796. l 774. 5 
1070.8 1009.3 924 .2 
AV i::p A Cr HEAT TRANSFEF COfFF IC IENT-l:HU/ (SQ.FT .HR-DEG. F) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 
H/\VG 63 5 .1 619.R 619.3 688.5 692.2 738.8 775. IJ 71t-5. 2 721.6 
PATIO OF CALCULATFD HEAT TPANSFFP c or: FF re! ENT TO THOSE PREDICTED BY 
l 2 3 4 ') 6 7 8 9 
DITR.L '). 9 2 ~.39 J. 89 0.99 o. '19 l .16 1.11 1.06 l .::n 
S!!JTAT ').813 0.85 n.os 0.94 a. 94 1. )Q l. 0 5 1. 01 o.98 
HEFCHT J.98 0,,95 J.94 1.05 l. Q'j 1. 12 l~ l 7 1. 13 l. 09 
10 11 
892 .4 794.J 
775. 3 683.6 
657.5 616.0 




889 .5 786.7 
10 11 
110.2 674. 5 
l ITERATURE 
10 11 
I.Cl 0 .CJ 5 
0.96 '.). =11 
l. 07 1.01 ........ +:-
---------------
RUN NUMBER. 213 
---------------
AVERAGE REYNOLDS NUM eER = 22369.27 
AVER AGE DPANDTL NUMBED = 5.30 
MASS FLUX =656780.69 l..BM/( SQ.FT-HR.) 
AVERAGE HEAT FLUX = 15085.61 BTU/(SQ.FT-HR) 
Q=AMP* VCl LT = 33002.11 BTU/HR 
Q=M*C* !T 2-T 1) = 34614.22 BTU/HR 
HEAT LOST = 18. 66 B TU/H~ 
HEAT BALANCE EPROP PER CENT = -4.82 
PER!PHEPAL HEAT TRANSFER en EFFICIENT BTU/( SQ.FT-HR-DEG.F) 
1 ..... 3 4 5 6 7 9 9 10 11 L 
l 110. 3 682.4 633.0 546.9 485.5 439.6 1164. 1 1087.3 l 002. 2 927.7 819. 7 
2 753. 8 678. 2 645.8 6 72. 2 620.8 608.9 l 001. 7 924.6 849.4 799 .3 719.3 
3 778.3 708. 3 694.6 794.4 7 79. 3 824.4 802.4 721. 6 695 .1 674.0 649.3 
4 709.4 710.3 731.9 851.9 911. 9 l ooo. 6 610.9 568. 3 567. 8 558.3 578. 4 
5 651.4 703. 7 758. 9 897.8 9't5. 0 1081.3 410.0 493.8 496.8 506.0 556.6 
6 621.9 687.7 703.0 886.4 979.4 1071. 5 666.0 676.4 638.4 644.l 665.6 
1 645.8 660.3 651.9 817.6 820.9 876. 3 989.6 871. 9 825. 8 828.7 815.6 
8 656.3 660.9 . 63 3 .9 667.4 612.8 603.7 1177.5 1038.9 973.8 918.7 839.8 
AVEFAGE HEAT TRANSFER C~EFFICifNT-dTU/(SQ.FT.H~-OEG.Fl 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
HAVG 690.9 686.5 683.0 766.8 769.5 813. 3 852. 9 797. 9 756.2 732.l 705.5 
J?ATIO OF CALCULATED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TO THOSE PP ED IC TED BY Lt TERATURE 
l 2 3 4 5 6 l 8 9 10 11 
DITBL 0.96 !) • q 3 0.92 1.03 l. 03 l. 08 l. 13 1. 05 o. 99 0.9~ 0 .~ l 
SJ OT AT 0 .. 89 0.86 0. 85 0.95 0.95 l.JO 1.04 o. 97 o. 91 o. 88 0.83 
-..J 
HfFCHT 1. CZ 0.99 0.98 l .10 1. 09 1.15 1.20 1 .12 1 • OS 1.02 0.96 \J1 
RUN NUMBEQ 214 
AVE PAGE P EYWJL DS NU"1 BEF = 23942. 32 
AVERAGE PRANOT L NUMBEP = 5.68 
t'ASS FLUX =749478.31 L BM I ( SQ. FT- HR ) 
AVERAGE HEAT FLUX = 12914. 80 BTU/( SQ.FT-HP) Q=AMP*VOLT = 28191.01 BTU/H~ 
Q = M* C* (T 2 - T l ) = 28879.81 BTU/Ht? 
HF.AT LOST = 7.95 BTU/ HR 
HEAT BAL AN CE EFROR PERCENT = - 2. 44 
PER IP HEP.AL HEAT TRANSFER. COE FF IC IE NT BTU/(SQ.FT-HR-DEG.F) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
l 730.2 701. 4 654.8 574.3 500. 3 463.6 1239. 4 111 3. 4 l 023. 9 951.0 853.1 
2 792.l 701.6 675.5 738.3 685.7 658.2 l 073. 7 954.2 385.6 856.8 773.5 
3 852.3 769. 7 759.5 870.l 843.6 888.7 349. 1 759.9 742. 9 730.3 711.8 
4 783.3 774. 5 798.5 936. 5 992. 7 1075.7 648.0 608.3 609.6 601 .8 631. 7 
5 70 4. l 780.8 841.2 97 2.1 1022. 3 1172. 9 441. 8 532. 0 531.5 545.3 6'J2.7 
6 686.3 761.3 783 .6 975.9 1067.l 1150.3 706. 6 725.9 686. 6 696.7 730.9 
1 705.9 734.5 731+. 9 909.5 888.2 9 37. 2 1026.3 913.9 885 .6 905 .8 sq t .3 
8 702 .o 708.8 681.4 740.8 671.4 652. 2 120 3. 6 1083.7 l 014. 8 982 .4 902.4 
AVEPAGE HEAT TPANSFEP COEFFICIENT-BTU/(SQ.FT.HC-DEG.F) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
HAVG 744. 5 741. 6 741. 2 839. 7 833.9 874.8 898. 6 836.4 797.6 783 .9 762.2 
PAT I 0 OF CALCULATED HEAT T PANS FER C 0 E F F I C I E NT TO THOSE PREDICTED BY l JTERATUQE 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ~ 10 11 
or TRL 0.95 0.9 3 0.93 1.05 1. 03 1.08 1. 11 1.03 o. 97 o. 95 0.92 
SI OT AT 0.89 c. 8 7 o. 86 0.98 o. 96 l.01 l. 03 0.95 0.91 0.89 0.85 
H EFC HT l .o l C.99 0.98 1.11 1. 1) 1. 15 1 .. 1 7 1. 09 1 .. 04 1.01 'J .·n '-! 
°' 
R UN N UM BE R 2 1 5 
AVERAGE RfYNOLDS NUMBER 
"· = 
27321.78 
AVER AGE PP AN DTL NUMBER = 5. 58 
MASS FLUX = 8 40 l 7 5. 94 LB~/( SQ.FT-HR l 
AVERAGE HEAT FLUX = i6584.82 BTU/ (SQ. FT-H~) 
Q=AMP*VO LT = 36373.30 B TU/H~ 
Q=M*C*<T2-Tl) = ·37559. 80 BTU/HR 
HEAT LOST = 1.61 BTU/H~ 
HEAT BALANCE ERROR PERCENT = -3.21 
PEP IP HEP AL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BTU/(SQ.FT-HR-DEG.f) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
l 781. 7 752 .6 710.8 630.3 553.2 507.1 1426.0 1305.3 1183 .a 1070 .1 958.0 
2 848.4 760.6 736.2 832.8 760.6 731. 0 1215. 5 111 o. 0 1004.5 952.7 865. 3 
3 924.6 841.l 829.4 962. 5 933.l 982. 0 963. 6 873. 5 839.1 814.2 795. 0 
4 841.5 830.5 881.l 1027.3 1102.8 1236. 8 733.2 683.4 670.5 658.1 684.0 
5 747.0 827.0 902 .. 1 1064. 2 1122.6 1301.2 498.3 589. 5 575. 8 583.9 638.6 
6 120. 5 814. 8 856.9 1080.9 1181.7 1333. 9 801.5 817.3 756.3 757.7 795.0 
7 754.2 795.2 803 .3 989.1 993.7 1062. 1 1204. 8 l 047. 2 l ooo. 4 1 029 .o 1025.3 
8 744.8 767.8 734.l 869.4 753.9 738.6 1427.9 1264. 1 1165. 2 1116.2 102 5. 4 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT-BTU/(SQ.FT.HR-DEG.F) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 
HAVG 795.3 798.7 806.8 932.1 925.2 986.6 1033.8 961.3 89~.4 872.B 848.3 
PATIO OF CAL CUL AT FD HfAT TF\ANSFER COEFF!C!fNT TO THOSE P R. ED I C TE 0 B Y LITERATURE 
l 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 ll 
D! TBL 0.93 0,91 0.91 1.05 1.04 l. 10 1.15 1. 06 o. 99 0.96 0.92 
SIDTAT 0 .86 0 .84 o. 85 0.98 0.96 1.02 1.07 C.99 0.92 0.89 0.85 
HEFCHT 0.98 C.96 0.97 1.12 1.10 1.17 1. 22 1.13 1. 05 1. 02 o.98 '-l '-l 
COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 

















IST=l -y ~~--- ,IST• IST<ll ----0 Q IST+l 
--- - _, 
TCHICKl(f.TR) :::~ 
I ISL;::1l -1 G-~,{~~~ ~;sJ-1-B) 
ruh-- l 
r-·--·------.:>...J IPR= IPR.::_8 t---->0l 
. IPR+l I ..___) 
; --····---- _,j 
! 1----- -r-
l. __ frwALL USL, l;'.R) = -1 
i TOSURF(IST,IPR) 
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CJ r---_J ISL~ i ----~!SL= NODES 1------·---- ------- .. .. . :rn~± !.. .. - --- ... J I 
--~---------· ..1. 
IPR.=1 .. l .. .. 
,--------··--··------··IPR= IPR<B ~( 12\ j I i \ / i IPR+l i ··-' 




r c:---E E~.E c ,D-,-~1 
-~--------· ·-:r= 
COMPUTE ·-1 






·04 ---IPR<8 --->_,{i4'\ 
___ """'IPR= V 2-· 
~NS=IPR-11 j IPLUS=IPR+l I. NMINS=ISL-1 NPLUS=ISL+l 
----·---·-~ _ ____J 
Yes ... I --·-1 











,..,.~ .... ...-.-~ .............. ~ >.- ~··--·--.--·~-
COMPUTE i 
B C D,X i 
---··-· ' -------·. ' .. , 1-· COMPUTE __ , I 
~u~~ 1-~ 
14 ! 













ISL=l1-h '20---:~ ISL =1 ISL~ ;J'\ \.J ISL+ l NODES 
1 
'-.. ... • ) 
...! 
G ISL< 26 __ _.::.....1 ISL= NODES 
ISL+l 
IPR=l ! 
f""" ________ __:...jIPR=· IPR<8~ 
! IP~~.- ~ J 
L ---··· rsAvE2cisL:IPR)_= ___ _ 




/ . ______ ...=_j ISL.::_ Jl ______ 
1 { 27 ~---+t ISL= J NODES 
\ ISL+! I 
" ... ~.I I 
j IPR=! l 
lPR<8 I !'------+', - t 










fz9\ ISL;;;-- NODES 
'-:J--- ISL+l 
"-----1----.-......J 
IPR=l I (;:;\ : ·~--·---------------~ IPR= IPR~ Br~~ ! 
J:l>R+ 1 __ ]____ _ j 
I COOUTE-1 i 
.. ·-1' AMPS (ISL, IPR) ll ·-(---- I 
POWER l 
_ .... ·- ···-. ov···-··-·-·J I 
[ ··- COMPUTE I l 




Yes >'----::..;;;.;::..__ ... _. ____ _ 
ISL=l ISL< , 
- I 1---~ i~~~l NODES i--··-·-·-








i ISL< , 
i. 32;-~---~;;J°ISL=- - .--.. ·-·-"-- -· 
"-..~I ISL+l l 
--- -i-··-
-, -·-·--··--1 
,IPR=l I ! .-"'' ' 
fIPR=-· IPR::_8 /·-···->f· 32 'j 
1
------·- ............ " .. ·-·1IPR+l f "-. .... / 
I - -- ----·--· ...... .. .. .. .... -1.··-·--
: I TSAVE2(ISL,IPR)= 
L----j TWALL(ISL, IPR) --·--- I 
,l ., ........................................ _ ............... __ _,,., .... . 
33 )--·· 
............ _ ... ,../ 
!rPR=l 
l . IPR< 8 i-----.::..J 
IPR= 
f,...----)1,.;JllL IPR+ 1. 
1 ~~~~~PR~j 









( 35 , _ _._, _ ___;;wISL= 

































































DI MENS ION TOR JG (2 It TROOMCI 21, TS AVE 1I11, 8), TSAVE2( 11, 81 









COMMON /MAINZ/ AMP,OHMS,OHHS12,0HMS13 
COMMON /GEOMl/ XAREAI 11,81tRI11 le.LI 13, 81,L TCI lU ,L ENO(ll ,OELTARI 




READ( 5,10101 NIWN 
IF INRUN.EQ.OIGO TO 3333 
1010 FORMAT{ 131 
CALL READS 
!TSECT=l 





TOR IGI 2)=210.3 
TROOMClll=78.2 
TROOMCl21=76.0 
START SOLUTION WITH STATION l 
DO 9999 I ST= l, 11 
00 9 I PR=l, 8 
9 TCHCKl I IPR I =O.O 
SET ALL RADI~L TEMPERATURES EQUAL TO THE OUTSIDE SURFACE TEMPERATURES 
DO 10 ISL=l1NOOES 
DO 10 IPR=l18 
10 TWALLI ISL, IPR l=TOSURFI I ST, IPR I 




CALCULATE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY FOR EACH NODE 
CALL E RSTVT 
CALCULATE RESISTANCE & CURRENT FOR EACH SEGMENT 
CALCULATE EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE FOR PARALLEL CIRCUITS 
IFIIST.LT.4.0P.!ST.GT.61 CALL GEOMST 
IFI IST.EQ.4.0R.IST.EQ.5.0P.IST.EQ.61 CALL GEOM'BT 
R INV = 0 .(') 
DO 11 ISL= l, NODES 
DO 11 IPR=l,8 
RES ISi ISL, !PR I = ~SVTYI ISL tIPRl*LI IST, IPRl /XAREAUSL ,JPRI 
RTNV = RINV +l.O/PES!SIISL,IPRI 
11 CO"JTINUE 
OHMS = l.O/RINV 
CALCULATE CURRENT FOR EACH SEGMENT 
AMP=O.O 
DO 12 ISl=l,NODES 
94 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 MA IN DATE 75lftl 13/33/32 
0048 00 12 IPR=lt8 
0049 AMPSIISLtlPRI = TAMPS*OHMS/RESISIISL,IPRI 
0050 AMP=AMP+AMPSllSL,IPRI 
0051 12 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE TEMPERATURES AT NODE 2 
0052 I SL=l 
00 5 3 00 13 I PR= l t 8 
0054 IM !NS= IPR-1 
0055 IPLUS=IPR+l 
0056 NMINS = ISL - 1 
0057 NPLUS = ISL + 1 
0058 IF! IMINS.EQ.01 IMHIS=8 
0059 IFlIPLUS.EQ.91 IPLUS=l 
0060 A-= AMPS( ISL, IPPl*AMPS( ISL, IPRl*3.41213/XAREA{ ISL, IPR i 
0061 B= QLQSSIITSECTl/CLENOIITSECTl* ITORIGIITSECTl-TROOMCIITSECTll*B.I 
0062 · IF!IST.EQ.4.0R.IST.EQ.5.0R.IST.EQ.61 GO. TO 101 
0063 C =DELFI. II 2. 0*24. O*DPH I I* I CONDK I ISL, I PR) +CON OK ( ISL, I PL US I J/R ( ISL I 
0064 O: DELP/12.0*24.0*0PHI I* {CONDKllSL,IPRl+CONDKllSLtlMINSll/P{ISLI 
0065 X= DPHI/124.0*DELRl*ICONOKIISLtIPRl+CONOKINPLUS,IPRll*CRI NPLUSI+ 
lDELR/2 .O l 
0066 GO TO 102 
0067 101 CONTINUE 
0068 C = DELTARIIPRl/!2.0*24.0*DPHil*ICONOKI ISLtlPRl+CONDKCISL,IPLUSll/ 
1R4561I SL.IPR! 
0069 0 = DELTAR(IPRl/(2.0*24.0*DPHil*ICONOKllSLeIPRl+CONOK(ISL,IMINSll/ 
lR456(1SL.IPRI 
0070 X =DPHI/ 124.0*DELTAR(IPRI l*!CONDK( ISL, IPRl+CONOK(NPLUS, IPRI l*(R456 
l!NPLUS,IPRl+OELTAR(IPRl/2.01 
0071 102 CONTINUE 
0072 TWALLINPLUS,IPRI = TWALLIISL,IPRI- IA*RSVTY!ISL,IPRl+B*ITROOM-TWAL 
un SL. I PR))+ C•{ TWAL l( I SL. I PLUS )-TWALLI I SL, IPR I I +O•(TWALL I ISL. IM IN 
251-TWALL(ISL,IPRlll/X 
0073 13 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE REMAINING NODAL TEMPERATURES 
0074 00 14 ISL=2,NNOOE 





0080 IF! IMINS.EQ.01 IMINSa 8 
0081 IF( IPLUSoEOo9l TPLUS = l 
0082 A = 3.41213*AMPS I ISL.IPR)*AMPSIISL,IPRI/ XAREAI ISL, IPR) 
0083 IF I IST.EQ.4,0R.IST.EQ.5.0R.IST.EQ.6) GO TO 103 
0084 B = OPHl/124.0*DELRl*CCONDKIJSL,IPRl+CONOKINMlNS,IPRll*(RCNMINSI 
1-DELR/ 2. 01 
0085 C = DELR/124.0*DPHil*!CONDKIISLtIPRl+CONDKIISLtIPLUSll/ RIISU 
0086 D = DELR/124.0*DPHll*!CONOKUSL,Ii>Rl+CONDKI ISL,IMINS))/ R(ISLI 
0087 X = OPHI/(24.0*DELRl*ICONOKllSL,IPRl+:ONDKINPLUS,IPRll*(R{NPLUSI 
l +OELR/2.0t 
0088 GO TO 104 
0089 103 CONTINUE 
0090 B =DPH II 124.0*DEL TAR! I PRI I *C CON DK! ISL, I PR I +CONDK I NMI NS, IPR I l* (~456 
l!NMINS,IPRl-OELTAR(IPRl/2.01 
0091 C =OELT AR( I PR II !24. O*OPHIJ *I CON DK I ISL t I PR I +CONDK (I SL, I PLUS I l/R456( 
l!SL,IPRI 
0092 0 =DEL TAR I I PR 111 24. O•OPHI I *ICONOK ( I SL, I PR I +CONDK (I SL, IM INSI II Rft56 l 
l ISL, !PRI 
95 




















































X =OPH I/ 124 oO*DELT AR I I PR) I *ICONDKC ISL, IPR I +CONDK I NPL US, IPR 11* ( R 456 
l!NPLUS,IPRl+DELTARIIPRl/2.01 
104 CONTINUE 
TWALU NPLUS, IPR)= TWALL I ISL, IPR I - C A*RSVTY! ISL, IPR l+B*ITWALL CNMIN 
lS.IPRl.;.TWALLCISL,IPRIJ +C* !TWALLIISL,JPLUSl-TWALLCISL, IPRll+ D*IT 
2WALL! ISL, IM INS 1-TWALL! I SL, IPRI I l/X 
14 CONTINUE 
DO l.5 IPR=l, 8 
TCHCK21IPRI = TWALLCNOOES,IPRI 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 16 IPR =1,8 
IF (ABSITCHCK2!IPRl-TCHCK1CIPRll.GT.o.oos1 GO TO 17 
16 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
17 DO 18 IPR=l,8 
18 TCHCKl!IPRI = TCHCK2CIPRI 
KOUNT = KOUNT+l 
GO TO 19 
20 DO 21 IPR=l, 8 
TISURFC IST ,IPRl=TWALUNODES,IPRI 
21 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE POWER GENERATED IN EACH SEGMENT IN BTU/HOUR 
POWER =O.O 
DO 22 ISL=l,NODES 




C CALCULATE POWER GENERATED IN SEGMENTS 12 & 13 BY SAVING VARIABLES FOR 
C STATIONS 1,2,10,AND 11 
IF! IS T .GT. 21 G 0 T 0 2 3 
IFIIST.EQ.21 GO TO 24 
OD 25 ISL=l,NODES 
OD 25 IPR=l,8 
25 TSAVEl ( ISLt IPRJ=TWALL! ISL, IPR) 
GO TO 23 
24 DO 26 ISL=l,NODES 
DO 26 IPR=l ,8 
26 TSAVE21 ISL,IPRl=TWALUISLolPRI 
DO 27 ISL=l,NODES 
DO 27 IPR=l,8 
27 TWALU ISL,IPRl=ITSAVEl!ISL,IPRl+TSAVE2CISL, IPRll/2.0 
CALL ERSTVT 
RINV=D.O 
DO 28 ISL=l,NOOES 
00 28 IPR=l,8 
RESISIISL,IPRI = RSVTYCISL,JPRl*LI 12,JPRl/XAREAUSLtIPRI 
RINV=RINV+l.O/RESISllSL,IPRI 
C REDEFINE WALL TEMPERATURES AT STATION 2 




00 29 ISL=l,NODES 
DO 29 IPR=l,8 
AMPS(ISL,IPRl= TAMPS*OHMS12/RESIS!ISLJIPR) 
29 POWER=POWER +AMPS! ISL,IPRl*AMPS!ISL,IPRl•RESISllSL,IPRI 
POWERSl121=POWER*3•41213 
96 
FORTRAN IV G LEVEL 21 MAIN DA TE = 75141 13133/32 
0144 23 !Fl IST.LT.101 GO TO 40 
0145 IF( IST.EQ.lll GO TO 30 
0146 DO 31 ISL=l,NODES 
0147 OD 31 IPR=l18 
0148 31 TSAVEl(ISL1lPRl=TWALLIISL1IPRI 
0149 GO TO 40 
0150 30 DO 32 ISL=l1NODES 
0151 DO 32 IPR=l18 
0152 32 TSAVE2 I ISLt IPRl=TWALL( ISL, IPRI 
0153 DO 33 ISL=l1NODES 
0154 DO 33 IPR=l18 
0155 33 TWALLI ISL.IPRl=ITSAVEl(!SLtIPRl+TSAVE21ISLtlPRll/2.0 
0156 CALL ERSTVT 
0157 RINV=O.O 
0158 DO 34 ISL=l,NODES 
0159 DO 34 IPR=l18 
0160 RESISIISL.IPRI = RSVTYllSL1IPRl*U 13.IPRl/XAREAIISL1IPR) 
0161 IUNV=R INV+l .O/RESISI ISL, IPR) 
C REDEFINE WALL TEMPERATURES AT STATION 10 
0162 TWALLI ISL, IPRI = TSAVE211 SL, IPR I 
0163 34 CONTINUE 
0164 OHMS13=1.0/RINV 
0165 POWER=O.O 
0166 DO 35 ISL=l1NODES 
0167 DO 35 IPR•l18 
0168 AMPS I ISL, I PR I= T AMPS*OHMS 13/RES IS I ISL, IPR I 
0169 35 POWER= POWER + AMPS( ISL ,I PRl*AMPSIISLtI PRl*RES ISi ISL, IPR I 
0170 POWERS ( l 3 l=POWER*3 .41213 
01 71 40 CONTINUE . 
0172 CALL QFLUX 
0173 9999 CONTINUE 
C CALCULATE TOTAL POWER GENERATED IN BTU/HOUR 
0174 TPOWER=O.O 
0175 DO 61 ISTAT=l,13 
0176 61 TPOWER=TPOWER+POWERSllSTATI 
0177 CALL TLIQD 
01 78 GO TD l 







-------------·- . . .. -.-,~.-....... 




'.___J COMPUTE I ~ 
.. l CONDK(ISL 1 IPR) r---
98 














COMMON /TEMPl/ TWALLlll,81,AMPS(ll,81,RESISCll,8l,POWERSC13l 
l,TPOWER 
COHHON/GEOM2/RBENOS,RBENOL,DOUT,DIN,PHl,OPHl,OELR,NOOES,NSLICE 
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF INCONEL 600 IN OHMS-SQIN/IN 
DO 12 ISL=l,NOOES 

















SUBROUTINE T HCOND 
COMMON/TCOND/CONDKlll,81 
COMMON /TEMPI/ TWALLtll,8),AMPStll,81,RESISlll,Sl,POWERStl3l 
l,TPOWER 
COMMON/GEOM2/RBENDS,RBENDL1DOUT,OIN1PHI1DPHI,DELR,NODES,NSLICE 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF INCONEL 600 IN BTU/(HR-FT-DEGFI 
DO 12 ISL=l,NODES 
DO 12 IPR=l t8 






l __ ·_l 
WRITE 
.NRUNt~' 
TAMPS V'iji..T ROOM.J.fIN, 
TOU.i: _ . 
WRITE 
j READER / 
'--~ ............... / 
' I WRITE i 
I IPR, TO SURF f 
L(IST, IPR) / 




























READ 15,ll RUN,MWoTAMPSoVOLTS,TROOM,TlN,TOUT 
1 FORMAT(7fl0.31 
READ 15t21((TOSURFIIST,IPRltlPR=lo81oIST=l1lll 
2 FORMATl8F10el I 
NRUN = RUN •O.l 
WR ITEi 6, 101 I NRUN, MW, TAMP S,VOL T St TROOM, TIN, TOUT 
101 FORMAT(33Xtl5C'-'l/33X, 1 RUN NUMBER 1 tl3/33X,151'-'I// 
1 15Xt 1 WATER FLOW RATE =1 .Fa.2.2x, 1 LBH/HOUR'/ 
2 15Xt 'CURRENT TO TUBE =· ,FB.2,2x,• AMPS 1 / 
3 15Xt 1 VOLTAGE DROP IN TUBE =1 tF8.2,2x,•voLTS1/ 
4 15X, 1ROOM TEMPERATURE =• ,Fs.2,2x,• DEGREES fl/ 
5 15X, 1UNCORRECTED INLET TEMPERATURE =•,F0.2,2x,•OEGREES F1/ 
6 l5X, 1 UNCORRECTEO OUTLET TEMPERATURE =•,Fe.2,2x, 1 0EGREES fl/ 
71 
WRITEl6, 102 I 
102 FORMATl///20X,• OUTSIDE SURFACE TEMPERATURES - DEGREES F1 /// 
19X, 1 1 1,6X, 121,6x,•3•,6X, 1 4 1 16Xt 1 5116X, 1 61 16X11 71 ,6X, 1!1 11 
26Xt 191,6X, '101 ,sx, 1 11 1//) 
WRITEl6tl03ICIPR,CTOSURFIIST,IPRl,IST=ltllltlPR=l,BI 












t------fl ST<ll i----:~ MPUTE I 
.---; .... IST= ~GW I 
IST+l  
,. 
L __ , COMPUTE 
TBULK(lST) 
IS : 
0 > IS T<ll t·--·--IS I 
- ==r--· r-·-----------------·-.. ---- i 
r ----1 
IPR=l 

















,.-----± ____. -I WRITE QGEXPT,QBALNC, 
QLOSS(ITSECT),QPCT 
WRITE 

































































COMMON/READ2 /TIN, TOUT, PIN, POUT, Pl, P21 P3, P4 
COMMON/READ3/TOSURF11118l,TISURFlll18l 
COMMON /TEMPl/ TWALLlll18l,AMPSlllr8l,RESISlll181 1POWERSl131 
1, TPOWER 




COMMON /THERM2/HTCOFF111,81,QUALTYl131,HSTART,HEND,XSTART 1XENO,ENT 
l HI 13 I 
COMMON /CFLUXl/ QFLXIOlll,81 
COMMON /TLIQl/ TBULKll3ltHLIQ(l3l 
COMMON /TLIQ2/ HTDBLlllltHNUSLTllll,HSTATEllll ,HAVGClll 
DOUBLE PRECISION T,P 
REAL*4 LIN,LOUT, LTOT AL ,L, LTC, LEND, MWtMS,MTOT 
ITSECT=l 
IFINRUN.GT.1991 ITSECT=2 
CALCULATION OF FLUID BULK TEMPERATURE AT EACH STATION,OEG.F 
DO 1 IST=ltll 




CALCULATION OF.PERIPHERAL HEAT TRANSFER ::OEFFICIENT FROM EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA,BTU/IHR-SQ.FT-DEG.FI 
DO 2 I STzl ,11 
DO 2 IPR=l,8 
HTCOFFIIST,IPRI =QFLXIDllSTtIPRl/ITISURFCIST,IPRl-TBULKCISTll 
2 CONTINUE 




SPHT= 1. 01881-0. 4802E-3*T+O. 3274E-5*T** 2-0.604E-8*T**3 
OBALNC=MW*SPHT*ITOUT-TINI 
CI N= QGCAL C-QLOSS I ITS ECT I 
DO 3 I ST =1 , 11 
T=TBULKI IST l 
CON0=0.30289+0.7029E-3*T-Ooll78E-5*T**2-0.55E-9*T**3 
SPH T=l. 0188 l-0.4802E-3*T +O. 32 74 E-5 *T**2-0 .604 E-8 *T **3 












DITTUS-BOETLEP HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT,BTU/IHR-SQ.FT-DEG.FI 
HTD8=0.023*REYN0**0.8*PRN0**0.4•COND/DIN*l2.0 
TIS =O.O 
AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT AT EACH STATION FROM EXPERIMENTAL 
105 








































DO 4 IPR=l18 
TIS=TIS+TISURFIIST,IPRI 
4 HAV =HAV+HTCOFF(ISTrIPRI 









C RATIO OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS:THIS WORK TO SIEDE~-TATE, 
C EAGLE-FERGUSON CHAR T,OITTUS-BOETLER. 
HSTATEIISTl=HAVGCISTl/HSTATEIISTl 
HNUSL T (I ST l= HAVGI IST II HEF 
HTOBLI lSTl=HAVGllSTl/HTDB 
3 CONTINUE 








PRNO=V IS C*SPHT ICON D 
REYNO=GW*DIN/12.0IVI SC 
QFLXAV =QIN/I 3. l 416*DIN/12 • O*LENO( ITSECTJ /12 .O I 
WRITE(6,ll2lNRUN,REYNO,PRNO,GW,QFLXAV 
112 FORMAT133X,151 1 -'l/33X, 0 RUN NUMBER 0 ,I3/33X,151 1 - 1 )// 
6 lOX,•AVERAGE REYNOLDS NUMBER =1 9 F9.2/ 
1 lOX,'AVERAGE PRANOTL NUMBER "''tf9.2/ 
2 lOX, 1 MASS FLUX =1 ,F9.2,2X1 1 LBM/ISQ.FT-
3HRl'/ 




QPCT =l 00 .O•QPCT 
WR!TE(6,789lQGEXPT,QBALNC,QLOSSIITSECTl,QPCT 
769 FORMATllOX,•Q=AMP*VOLT = 0 ,F9.2,2Xo 1 BTU/HR'/ 
llOX,'Q•M*C*IT2-Tll =1 oF9o2o2X, 1 BTU/HR 1 / 
310X, 1 HEAT LOST = 1 ,F9.2o2Xt'BTU/HR 1 / 
510X,'HEAT BALANCE ERROR PERCENT =•,F9.21 
WRITEl6,3331 
333 FORMATl/,15Xo 1 PERIPHERAL HEAT TRANSFER :oEFFICIENT BTU/(SQ.FT-H~-o 
SEG .F) I I 
WR ITEi 6, 8888) 
8888 FORMAT{/,13X,•1•,6X,•2•,6x,•3•,6Xo'4'•6X,•5•,6X,•6•,6X, 17'•6X,•a•, 
16X.,'9' ,6x,•10•,5x, 1 11 1 1 
WR IT E ( 61 12 )( I PR, I HT COF FI I ST, IPR l, I ST=l, 111 , I PR=l o 8 l 
12 FOR MAT I 3 X, I 2 , 4 X, 11F7 • 1 I 
WRITE I 6, 1011 
101 FORMATl/,1sx. 1 AVERAGE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT-BTU/ISO.FT.HR-DEG. 
2F I 'l 
106 


















13 FORMAT(5X,'HAVG 1 ,11F7.l) 
WR IT EI 6, l 02 I 
102 FORMAT(/6X1' RATIO OF CALCULATED HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TO THOS 
*E PREDICTED BY LITERATURE' I 
WRITEl6,88881 
WR IT E( 6, 1411 HTDBLI I sn 'I ST= 1. 111 
14 FORMAT 14X, 'DITBL ', l 1F7 o2 I 
WRITEl6,15l(HSTATEIISTl,IST=l,lll 
15 FORMAT( 3X, 1 S IOTA T' .l lf 7. 21 
WRITEl6,16llHNUSLTIISTl,IST=l1lll 
16 FORMAT<3Xt' HEFCHT' 111F7 .21 








IPR= .,....___,;~ IPR+ 1 






COMPUTE ... --1 
~=----'~ Ql 'Q2 'Q4 ,cy;EN1 







































COMMON /MAINl/ IST,KOUNT 
COMMON /GEOMl/ XAREACll,81,RCll ltLC13,8l,LTC!lll,LENDC2J,OELTAR( 
18J,R456111, 8 It l INC 21,LOUTI 21,LTOTALC 21 
COMMON/GEOM2/RBENDS,RBENOL,OOUT,OIN,PHI,DPHI,OELR,NODES,NSLICE 
COMMON/TCOND/CONOKCllt81 
COMMON /TEMPl/ TWALL!ll,81,AMPSC11,8J,RESIS!ll18l1POWERSC131 
1, TPOWER 
COMMON /QFLUXl/ QFLXIDlll,81 
COMMON/ERESIS/RSVTYlll,81 
COMMON /QFLUX2/ Ql,Q2,Q4,QGEN 
CALCULATE HEAT FLUX AT INSIDE SURFACE BY MAKING A HEAT BALANCE 
ISL=NODES 
DO 10 IPR,,1,8 
IPLUS=IPR+l 
IMINS=IPR-1 
IF ( IPLUS.EQ.91 IPLUS=l 
IF IIMINS.EQ.01 IMINS"6 
IF IIST.EQ.4.0RoIST.E0.5eORoIST.EQ.61 GO TO 8 
Ql = OPHI/124.0*DELRl*ICONOKIISL-lrlPRl+CONDKIISL,IPRll*IRIISL-ll 
1-0ELR/2 • 0 I *ITWALLI ISL- lt IPR.1-TW Alli I SL, I PR I I 
Q2 = DELR/12 .0*24. O*OPHI l/R CI SLI* I CONOK I ISL t IPLU SI +cONDK I ISL, IPR I I 
l*ITWALL( ISL,IPLUSl-TWALLIISL,IPRll 
04 = DELR/12.0*24.0*DPHll/RIISLl*ICONOKCISL,IMINSl+CONDKllSL,IPRll 




GO TO 9 
8 CONTINUE 
Ql = OpHI/124.0*DELTARIIPRll*CCONDKIISL-l,IPRl+CONDKCISL,IPRll• 
11R4561ISL-l,IPRl-DELTARIIPRl/2.0I* ITWALLIISL-l,JPRl-TWALLllSL1IPR 
211 
Q2 = DELTARIIPRl/C2.0*24.0*DPHI)/R456CISL,!PRl*ICONDKCISL11PLUSI+ 
lCONDKCISL,JPRll*ITWALLCISLtlPLUSl-TWALLllSLrlPRll 
Q4 = DELTAR!IPRl/12.0*24.0*DPHil/R4561ISL,IPRl*ICONDKllSL,IMINSI+ 
lCONDKC ISL,JPRll*CTWALLCISL,IMINS)-TWALLllSL,JPRll 
QGE N = 3. 41213* AMPS I ISL, IPR l*AMP SC I SL t I PR I *R SVTY I I SL, I PR I /XAREAI I SL 












































COMMON/REAOl /TROOM, TCYAVG, PA TM, VOLTS, TAMPS, MS ,MW, NRJN 
COMMON/ REA02/T INt TOUT, PIN, POUT, Pl, P2, P3, P4 
COMMON /GE OMl I XAREA Cl l ,a I ,R(l l I, L 113, 8I,LTCU1), L ENOC2 J, DEL TARI 
181 9 R456Cll,8ltLINl21,LOUTC21tLTOTALC21 
COMMON /THERM1/TSATC131,TSTART,TENO,QLOSSl21 
REAL*4 LENO,LTOTAL 
CORRECT INLET ANO OUTLET MIXTURE TEMPERATURES ANO CALCULl\TE TEST 
SECTION HEAT LOSSES 
ITSECT =l 
IF INRUNeGT.1991 ITSECT•2 
IF INRUNeGT.1991 GO TO 11 
TIN = TIN -.711210.7-72.Ql*CTIN-TROOMJ 
TOUT=TOUT-.9/1210.7-72.0l*ITOUT-TROOMI 
QLOSST= 596.0/1211.5-78.Zl*llTIN+TOUTl/2.0-TROOMI 
GO TO 12 
11 CONTINUE 
TIN= TIN -.7/1210.3-76.5l*ITIN-TROOMI 
TOUT=TO~T -.9 /1211.l-76•5l*CTOUT-T~OOMI 
QLOSST= 485.0/1210.3-76.0l*llTIN+TOUTl/2.0-TROOMI 
12 CONTINUE 








~~-~ [~; E~ 
-~~------··············--J I 
;-----~---··--'-·-----·.--·--- ·- I I INlTlALlZE ! 
ILlN(l} ,LJ.N(2} i 
LOUT(l) ,IDUT (2)1 











(3 ,IPR),L 0 ,IPR) 
(8,IPR) ,L (L ,IPR) 
(10 ,I IR,1(10 ,I PR) 
(11,IP L _ _J···· 
111 
r- IN!TIALIZE l 
I THICK 1(6) to THICK 8(6), i 
L(4,1) to L(4,8) I 
INITIALIZE 
THICK 1(5) to THICK 8(5) 
THICK 1(4) to THICK 8(4) 
THICK 1(6) to THICK 8(4) 
L(4,1) to L(4,8) 
l TH:LCK 1(5) to THICK 8(5), ! THICK 1 (5) to THICK 8 (4), I THICK 1 (4) to THICK 8 (6), l 
------- ----- ~:~;J_-_ -=·---=-=-·--1.,.--, -
' I IPR=l INITIALIZE 
~- IPR<8 ----~ 
' LTC(l),LTC(2) ~---">!:IPR= 
,._-3__0 
j Compute 
----1 L (5, lPR.) · 
I L (6' J;l?R) 
'-------------·-·······---
112 
I· Compute LTC (11) 
113 
[-~--1 
r- t ......  
I Compute I 
' LEND (!TSECT) 
!LTOTAL (ITSECT~ 
I. r~·--J 




r··--·---:t -· .. 
SUBROUTINE GEOMST 
i Compute ' L DELR(l) r-----··~- 1 
--$1~F<~~-: ------1 
1-T~ 
. i I=l 1 1 .......  
r- >~=I+~l~~~~-
1_ ..... --- . Compute -,1 
__ R(I+l) 
--.. ~ ........ _ .. 
-!----·-···---·-··- . 
I i I 
rc!~t:~---- -I 
---·-----' XAREA (1, IPR) 
I ~ES,IPR): 







.__;;'1,t,1.-.;-,.,.. + 1 I 
_:t_ __ . __ , I 
----·~-Compute i ! 
___ XMEA (1, J::PR) 'j j --~- A(KODES IPR) 
--··-··· 
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COMMON /GEOMl/ XAREAlll,81,Rlll ltLl13,Sl,LTCCllltLENDl21tDELTARl 
181,R456lll,81,LINl21,LOUTl21,LTOTALl21 
COMMON/GEOM2/RBENDS,RBENDL,DOUT,DJN,PHI,DPHI,DELR,NODES,NSLICE 
COMMON /MAINl/ IST,KOUNT 
DIMENSION THICKll61,THICK2161,THICK3(6),THICK4(611THlCK5l61 
11THICK6161,THICK7(61,THICK8(61 
REAL * 4 L,LTC,LEND,MW,MS,LIN,LOUT,LTOTAL 
ITSECT=l 
IFINRUN.GT.1991 ITSECT =2 
NSL ICE=lO 
L INI l 1=12.0+8. 0 





DOUT = 0.875 
DIN = 0.771 
THICK=0.052 
NODES= NSLICE + l 
PHI = 2•3.1416 
DPHI = PHI/8.0 
!+-
PIE14 = l.0/4.0•3.1416 
PIE38 = 3.0/8.0•3.1416 
DO 10 IPR=l,8 
LlloIPR 1=8.0 




L( 9, IPR 1=6• 0 
Ll 10, IPR )=6.0 
Llll t I PR 1=8.0 
10 CONTINUE 












THICK4141 ITHICK415 l+THICKl/ 2o0 
THICK5141 ITHICK5(51+THICKl/2.0 
THJCK6(41 ITHICK6(51+THICKl/2.0 
THICK7141 !THICK715 l+THICKl/2.0 
THICK8(41 lTHICK8 (51+THICKl/2.0 






FORTRAN IV G LEV EL 21 GEOM DATE 75141 13133132 
0057 THICK61!'>1 ITHICK6141+THICKl12e0 
0058 THICK716 l ITHICK7141+THICKll2.0 
0059 THICK8161 ITHICK814l+THICKll2e0 
0060 LI 4, 11 = IRBENDS-DINl2.0-THICK114ll2o0l*PIE38 
0061 Ll4,3l=RBENDS*PIE3B 
0062 Ll415 I = CRBENOS+DIN/2.0+THICK514112eOl*PIE38 
0063 LI 4121=ILC4t ll+U4,3JJ 12.0 
0064 Ll414l=ILl4,3J+Ll4151112.0 
0065 L (4,6 l=Ll4,4 l 
0066 LI 4 , 7 l =LI 4 , 3 l 
0067 Ll4o8l=LC4,21 
0068 DO 11 IPR=lt 8 
0069 LI 12,I PRl=41.0 
0070 L( 13,IPRl=29.0 
0071 11 CONTINUE 
0072 GO TO 102 
0073 101 CONTINUE 
0074 THICKH51 0.05415 
0075 THICK215) 0.053075 
C076 THICK3(5 I " 0.052 
0077 THICK4151 o. 051025 
0078 THICK515l s 0.05005 
0079 THJCK6151 = THICK415 I 
0080 THICK715 I '" TH IC K3 I 5 I 
--·--
-·· 
... , __ ..,._ 
0081 TH ICK8 I 5 l '"' TH!CK2151 I~ 
·_:,= 
0082 THICKl 141 ITHICK1151+THICKll2o0 
0083 THICK214l .:: ITHICK215l+THICKl/2.0 
'"----
::,-
0084 THICK314 I I THICK315l+THICKI 12.0 <---
0085 THICK4141 ITHICK4151+THICKll2o0 ------·--------- - 7 
0086 THICK514 I ITHICK515)+THICKl12.0 
0087 THICK6141 ITHICK615l+THICKll2e0 
0088 TH I CK 7 I 4 I s I THICK7151+THICKtl2oO 
0089 THICKS( 41 ITHICK815l+THICK)l2.0 
0090 THICKl 16 I THICK1141 
0091 THICK2 I 61 = THICK2141 
0092 THICK316l • THICK3141 
0093 THICK416 I THICK4141 
0094 THICK516) THICKS 141 
0095 THICK6(6) THICK6(41 
0096 THICK7(6 I THICK7141 
0097 THICK816 I = THICKS 141 
0098 LI 4, ll = IRBENDL-DINl2.0-THICK115112.0l*PIE38 
0099 Ll4o3l=RBENDL*PIE38 
0100 Ll4o51 = CRBENDL+DINl2.0+THICK514ll2.0l*PIE38 
010 l Ll412l=IL(4,ll+L(4,31112.0 




0106 DO 20 IPR=lt 8 
0107 LC 12, IPR 1=28 .o 
0108 Lll3olPRl=l6.0 
0109 20 CONTINUE 
0110 102 CONTINUE 
0111 DO 21 IPR=l,8 
0112 Ll5,IPPl=Ll4olPRl/PIE38*PIE14 
0113 Ll61IPRl=Ll41IPRI 
0114 21 CONTINUE 
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LTCCl I =4 .o 
LTCC21=LTCl11 +48.0 
IFINRUN.GT.1991 LTCl2 I,. LTCC11+35.0 
LTCC31=LTCl21 +6.0 
LTCl41=LTCI 31 +3.1416•RBENOS/4.0 
IFINRUN.GT.1991 LTCl41= LTCl31+ 3.1416*RBENDL/4e0 
LTCl51=LTCl41 +3.1416*RBENDS/4.0 
IFCNRUN.GT.199) LTCl5 I= LTCl41+3.1416•RBENDL/4.0 
LTCl6l•LTC C51+3.1416*RBENDS/4o0 
IFINRUN.GT.1991 LTCl6 I,. LTCl51+ 3ol416•RBENDL/4e0 
LTCC71sLTCl61 +3.1416•RBENDS/4.0 





IF INRUN.GT.1991 LTCI 111 ,. LTCllOI + 23.0 




DELR = I DOUT-DIN 1/2.0/NSLlCE 
Rlll = DOUT/2.0 
DO 103 I=l,NSLJCE 
103 RII+ll=RIIl-DELR 
DO 104 I PR" 1 , 8 
XAREA lltIPRl=IRlll·DELR/4.0l•DPHI•DELR/2.0 
104 XAREAINODES,JPRl,.IRINODESl+OELR/4.01 *DPHI•DELR/2.0 
DO 105 I=-2,NSLICE 
DO 105 IPR•l,8 
105 X AR EA I I .IPR I= RI I l*DPHI*DELR 
RETURN 
ENTRY GEOMB T 
DELTARll I THICKllISTl/NSLICE 
OELTARC21 THICK21ISTl/NSLICE 
DELTARl31 THICK31ISTl/NSLICE 
DELTARl4 I THICK41ISTl/NSLICE 




DO 202 IPR=l18 
202 R4561NODES,IPRI = DIN/2.0 
00 203 ISL•l,NSLICE 
00 203 IPR=l18 
203 R456CNOOES-ISL1IPRl=R4561NODES-ISL+l1IPRl+DELTARIIPRI 
00 204 I PR= 11 8 
XAREAll1IPRI = IR456111IPRl-DELTARIIPRl/4.0l•DPHI•DELTARIIPRl/2.0 
204 XAREAINODES1IPRl=CR456CNOOEStIPRl+DELTARIIPRJ/4.0l•OPHI•DELTARCIPR 
1112.0 
DO 205 ISL•2,NSLICE 



















NOMENCLATURE FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM 
- cross section of tube, ft 2 
- fraction of the total current flow-
ing through each segment of each 
slice of the tube wall, amps 
thermal conductivity of water, 
0 Btu/(hr-ft..- F) 
- thermal conductivity of Inconel 600, 
0 Btu/(hr-ft- F) 
- radius increment, inches 
- thickness of one slice, inches 
- inside diameter of tube, inches 
- outside diameter of tube, inches 
- Tr/4 
- mass velocity, lbm/(hr-ft2) 
- average heat transfer coefficient 
2 0 
at each station, Btu/(hr-ft - F 
- Eagle-Ferguson heat transfer 
2 0 
coefficient, Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
- Sieder-Tate heat transfer coeffi-
cien~, Btu/(hr-Ft2-°F) 
- peripheral heat transfer coeffi-
2 0 
























- Dittus-Boelter heat transfer coeffi-
2 0 
cient, Btu/(hr-ft - F) 
- peripheral index 
- peripheral index 
- peripheral index 
- slice number 
- station number 
- index for small (1) and large (2) 
test section 
- counter 
- heating length, inches 
- length of test section, inches 
- distance between each station and 
start of heating, inches 
- mass flow rate, lbm/hr 
- peripheral index 
- peripheral index 
- number of slices 
- run number 




- power generated 1 in each segment, 
Btu/hr 
























(T -T ) 
out in 
2 
- average heat flux, Btu/(hr-ft ) 
- heat flux at each peripheral 
2 position, Btu/(hr-ft ) 
- heat input= (V)(I), Btu/hr 
121 
- heat loss from ~est section, Btu/hr 
heat loss from heat transfer 
loop, Btu/hr 
- heat balance error percent 
- radius to the slice (straight 
sections), inches 
- radius to the slice (bend section), 
inches 
- Reynolds number 
density of water, gm/ml or lbm/ft3 
electrical resistivity 
0 
- specific of water, Btu/(lbm- F) 
- total current to the test section, 
amps 
0 
- fluid bulk temperature, F 
- first guess for inside wall 
0 temperature, F 
- inside surface temperature, °F 
- wall thickness of tube,. inches 













= average inside sur:f;ace tell\peJ;ature, 
OF 
0 
- inside surface temperature, F 
0 
- outside surface temperature, F 
- outlet bulk temperature of water, 
OF 
0 
- room temperature, F 
- nodal temperatures of wall, °F 
- water velocity, ft/sec 
- water viscosity, lbm/(ft-hr) 
- water viscosity at wall temperature, 
lbm/(ft-hr) 
- voltage drop in test section, volts. 
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